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Police checkpoints added this weekend
By Greg Bartti
HEPORIER

The Bowling Green Police
Department
recently
announced that it plans to participate in a nationwide program called "You Drink and
Drive, You Lose" — an initiative
aimed at cutting down on the
number of intoxicated drivers
The program, which starts
today and runs through

September 12th, is the first to
be held since all 50 states passed
.08 blood alcohol content laws,
and will combine highly visible
law enforcement with a $14 million ad campaign.
"Depending on state and
community, there will be checkpoints, roving patrols and
undercover officers out in force,"
Lieutenant Brad Biller of the
BGPD said in a press release.

By Kara Hull
Hit hard by several fast
spreading computer viruses
this time last year, an attack
on the University computer
network yesterday brought
back memories of the trying
days of cleaning up after the
MS Blaster and Sobig.f viruses,
officials say.
But this time the problem's
a little different, said Kent
Strickland, information security officer with Information
Technology Services.
"I think for the most part
things are going pretty well
virus wise," he said. "The issues
that we're having this year are
not by the viruses and worms
going through computers.
The problem is that we have
a number of student systems
that came into the network
that were already comprised
and some of them were vulnerable ..."

Around 4 a.m. yesterday, staff
with Information Technology
Services found at least 15 computers in residence halls containing "back doors"—allowing hackers to control computers from a remote location— being used to attack a
university in Sweden. Six of
those computers were identified and removed from the
network, giving these students
no Internet access until their
computer is cleaned.
To control the attack, officials disabled many student
computers, reducing their
ability to reach websites outside of the University network,
Strickland said. All computers
were back on the network by
10 a.m. yesterday.
Slow Internet service for students was regrettable, but officials had no choice, Strickland
said.
"The rate of the traffic from
ITS. PAGE 10

• 97 percent of Americans view
drinking and driving as a threat to

Ordinance
discourages
disruptive
gatherings
By Nicole Deksio
Students are quickly learning
about a new city ordinance,
especially after several nuisance
party citations were issued last
weekend.
Codified ordinance 7239, enacted Aug. 1, prohibits nuisance
parties in Bowling Green. A nuisance party is defined as one with
any of the following: disorderly
conduct; illegal open container;
public urination; unlawful consumption of alcohol; sale or furnishing of alcohol to an underage
person; possession or consumption of alcohol by an underage
person; illegal use of a controlled
substance; public indecency; littering; property damage; unlawfully loud noise; vehicular traffic;
or obstnicting the free flow of
traffic.
Anyone cited is guilty of a minor

Julie DIFranco AP Photo

I DID WHAT?: Dale Kay entertained students last night in the Bowen-Thompson Student Union with a
hypnosis show. Brynn Ricupero was one of the students hypnotized at the event.
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FINDING A JOB: Demetra Sabback, team leader (left), and leremy Keller, operations manager, talk about
plans for tomorrow's work at Molten Inc., an assembly plant on North Enterprise Street. Molten is one of
many employers that offer jobs to students through the Career Center at the University.

The first week of classes is
coming to an end and the next
hurdle for many students may
be searching for a part-time
job.
The good news is there is
help available — and it's on
campus.
Peg Bucksky works for the
JobLocationandDevelopment
Program in the Career Center.
Her job is to give that exact
kind of help.
According to Bucksky it is
better to start soon.
"Students will have more
of a selection to choose from
' and more job vacancies if they
start their job search early,"
she said.
"Because we have contacts
with hundreds of employers
throughout the country, we
can help students connect
with organizations looking
to recruit students for coops, internships and career
employment."
lobs are available on and
CAREER, PAGE 2
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Lot 4, located across the railroad tracks from the heating
plant, will close beginning
Monday.
The lot will be closed for
60 days while it is paved and
lighting is installed. Other
construction includes tearing down the warehouse
and paving the area across
Pike Street for additional
parking spaces.
The Field House or the Ice
arena will be the temporary
parking area. A shuttle will
pick students up from these
two locations between 7:3010:30 a-m and 2:30-5:30 p.m.
and drop them off somewhere on the West end of
campus, the location still to
be determined.

Bush to visit
Perrysburg
Staff members of the Bush/
Cheney campaign expect as
many as 15,000 people to
see the Presiden; speak in
Perrysburg tomorrow afternoon at Port Meigs State
Memorial.
And at least 5,000 of those
will be from Wood County.
As of yesterday evening,

MONDAY

SUNDAY
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High: 12'
Low: 54*
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Lot 4 to close for
60 days

By Carrie Whrtaker

The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

• All 50 states have adopted uniform drunken driving standards

CI1Y NEWS EDITOR

Off campus
employers use
University Career
Center

T-Storms

w» Drunk driving victims represent
40 percent of the 43,220 people killed
in traffic accidents last year

•17,401 people were killed in alcohol-related crashes last year, which
represents 40 percent ot the 43,220
people killed in traffic accidents

DRUNK DRIVING, PAGE 2

Career Center helps many University 1
students find part-time employment

FOUR-DAY FORECAST

themselves and their tamilies.

NUMBERS ON DRUNK
DRIVING

HYPNOTIZED

Viruses attack
U. network
NEWS EDIr0»

a close eye on motorcycle riders as National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration data has
shown intoxication rates for
motorcyclists to be higher than
that of other drivers.
"Officers will be making a
special effort to apprehend
impaired motorcyclists," a
BGPD press release stated.

The BGPD said it would focus
its efforts mainly on areas where
there are several vehicles on
the road with suspected drunk
drivers, presumably referring
to the downtown area around
the bars.
"During periods of high traffic
activity we'll have an increased
number of officers on the
scene," Biller said.
Officers will also be keeping

^*

county campaign staff had
a total of 5.000 free tickets
to give away for entrance
into the event. The number
of tickets had been doubled
from its original total of
2,500.
Ed Sitter, Wood County
chairman for the campaign,
was unsure if the county
would be receiving more
tickets today.
President Bush is scheduled to speak at 4: 20 p.m.
tomorrow. Doors open at 3
p.m.
Close to 1,200 registered Republicans in Wood
County received an automated phone call informing
them about the Saturday's
event and asking that they
come pick up their tickets
from the county's headquarters in the Woodland Towne
Centre, 1234 N. Main St.
Others may sign up at
campaign headquarters to
get tickets. The office is open
today from 9 a.m.- 8 p.m.
and tomorrow from 8:30
p.m.-Noon.
As of late afternoon yesterday, more than 1,000 people were on the waiting list
for tickets, Sitter said. After
Noon today, campaign staff
will start calling those on the
waiting list.
Name, address and phone
number must be given for
each person taking a ticket,
Sitter said.
For more information
contact the county's campaign headquarters at 419352-0607.

TUESDAY
Mostly
Cloudy-

High: 76"
Lew 51"

Parti"
Cloudy

High: 77*
Low-54'
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CAN I GET

sm

NUMBER?
your friends and professors
to get a hold of you
is to be listed in the
BGSU Telephone Directory.
Use the Off-Campus Local Address
Change Form below to provide
your off-campus residence address
and local or cell telephone number for
the BGSU Telephone Directory.
Both your local off-campus address and permanent address
will be printed in the BGSU Telephone Directory
unless the Office of Registration & Records receives
a completed Request to Withhold Directory
Information form by September 1, 2004. To assure
proper inclusion in the BGSU Telephone Directory,
please submit completed forms by:

Wednesday, September 1. 2004 at 5:00 PM
Please mail or deliver the completed
Off-Campus Local Address Change Form
to the Office of Registration and Records,
110 Administration Building or
drop off the form at one of the sites listed below:

Drop Locations:
Union Information Desk
Library, Circulation Desk
Administration Building, 1st Floor Hall
Office of Registration and Records

Career center offers drop
in time for students at BG
start out at $8.50-$9.50 an hour
loading and unloading trucks.
There is also an opportunity
off campus through the Career
to become part-time superviCenter.
Last year 4,500 students were sors and receive tuition assisemployed on campus, earning tance through their Earn and
more than $8 million. Bucksky Learn program, Eich said.
Many of the jobs found
also helped 1550 students to
find off campus jobs earning through the Career Center cater
to the students' class schedules
over $4 million, she said.
Bucksky works with many off by having short shifts.
At one such place, Molten Inc.,
campus employers including
Molten Inc., Ill's, and doctor located on the corner of North
David Shilling's optometry office. Enterprise and Ridge Streets
students work three
All three employhour shifts and can
ers said the Career
"Remember,
walk from campus.
Center has been a
Jeremy
Keller,
the more
great way for them
operation
manto find employees.
Steve
Eich, you put in to ager at the assemyour career bly plant, worked at
human resource
recruiter, said Ill's development Molten when he was
a student and said
has been working
the hours are perfect
plan, the
with people in the
for students.
Career Center for six
better preBecause the jobs
years and last year
pared you are posted online by
they had 45 students working with will be upon staff of the Career
(inter, students can
them from BGSU.
1 obs in
dMfcreni
"It's so stream- graduation." H™ i
ways,
Keller said.
lined for us to work
" (The office) pretty
PEG BUCKSKY,
with people like
much gets them in
JOB LOCATOR AND
Peg because we get
here and they get a
DEVELOPER
right in front of the
job," Keller said. "It's
students," Eich said.
almost like a stress
"We are able to capreliever — it gets your mind off
ture an audience we don't nor- school for three hours."
mally get — it is easy access to
Another employer, David
the students."
Shilling, a local optometrist,
I le has been entirely pleased said the time saved by student
with the employees referred by employees has relieved a burthe Career Center, Eich said.
den in his office.
The students at UPS usually
"It frees up our other staff to
CAREER, FROM PAGE 1

do those duties that take a lot
more training," Shilling said.
At the office, students do pretesting and clerical work, sending out letters and getting things
ready for billing, Shilling said.
"It has worked out really well,"
Shilling said.
Many other jobs are available through the Career Center,
Bucksky said. The first step is
to get registered on WbrkNet,
the Internet-based directory of
employment openings, www.
bgsu.edu/offices/sa/career.
"They can also use WbrkNet to
upload resumes, and apply for
co-ops, internships and career
employment online," Bucksky
said.
The office also offers individual career counseling to assist
students with nearly any careerassociated topics like resume
writing and career exploration,
Bucksky said.
Any Tuesday, Wednesday or
Thursday students can stop in
between 9:30 - 1130 a.m. and
2-4 p.m. during the scheduled
drop-in hours for 15-minute
consultations, Bucksky said.
It is important, she said again,
to start early in your job searching
"Remember, the more you
put into your career development plan, die better prepared
you will be upon graduation,"
Bucksky said. "Start now —
dream it, experience it, get it. We
are here to assist you."

Multiple parties cited
ORDINANCE. FROM PAGE 1

misdemeanor and could receive
up to a $150 fine. If another citation occurs within six months,
tlie person is guilty of a fourth degree misdemeanor, and could
receive a maximum $250 fine
and imprisonment for less than
a year.
Under Codified ordinance 7240,
enacted at the same time, any
residence that receives two citations in six months is deemed a
nuisance property. The landlord
is notified after die first conviction, and is required to take further action if a second conviction occurs. A redemption plan
must be set up or the landlord
could face a $500 fine.
According to Mike Zickar, ward
2 city councilman, last weekend was the first time anyone
was cited for the nuisance
party ordinance. The Bowling
Green Police Division issued
15 citations.
"They're in the preliminary stages right now, 1 haven't prosecuted anyone yet," City Prosecutor
Matt Reger said. "I am certain I
will be prosecuting them soon."
Many of the nuisance parties
last weekend were on Wooster
St. Other nuisance parties
occurred on Ridge St., Clough
SL and Court St
Several of the parties included
disorderly conduct, illegal open
containers, public urination,
underage consumption of alcohol and furnishing alcohol to

underage people.
According to Ueutenant Brad
Uillrt of the Bowling Green
Police Division, those cited for
a nuisance property violation
seem to be complying with
authorities.
"l-'rom what I've heard from
the officers that issued those
citations, the people that have
received those citations realize
they were in violation and for the
most part have recognized their
responsibilities," Biller said.
Once a nuisance party citation
is issued, Reger's office enters
arrests related to that property
into a database
The police division responds
to complaints that center on
disorderly conduct and underage drinking. They have also
increased the number of officers on duty during peak activity
times.
Although the police division
issued 20 nuisance party citations this weekend, it may be
too early to tell how students will
respond to the ordinance. Since
the ordinance was enacted Aug.
I, and many students returned
last week, they may be unaware
of the ordinance.
"I dont know how many of the
students knew about it," Reger
said. "They've just gotten back.
They're still having large parties
is what I can say. It's just not
been long enough to get a measure on that."
Although some students may
not know much about the nui-

sance party ordinance now, they
might notice it being pushed tills
school year. Reger was receiving concerns about parties from
the police division, and modeled the ordinances after that of
Miami University in Oxford.
The purpose of the new ordinances is to increase communication between landlords, tenants and residents.
landlords at first believed
the ordinances were unfair,
because it seemed they were
Ixii ig held accountable for their
tenant's actions. However, city
officials say the landlords now
seem to be satisfied with the
ordinances.
"I think the landlords are in
general support of it, because it
gives them the opportunity to
hold their tenants accountable
as their responsibility as landlords," Biller said
nie police division has spoke
with some landlords about possible remediation plans incase
one of their properties becomes
a nuisance property. No remediation plans have been needed
yet, and Biller said he hopes the
lessons of a first citation will
prevent students from receiving
their second.
"Through the process of education and judicial process of punishment, we shouldn't Iiave to
go back but if we do we'll issue
another citation," Biller said.
"We expect that will stop them
from continuing the behavior
that lead to those citations."

Current drunk-driving standards
the same nation wide
DRUNK DRIVING, FROM PAGE 1

OFF-CAMPUS LOCAL ADDRESS CHANGE FORM
Use this form only if Off-Campus Local Address Change or
Correction is required. Contact the Office of Residence Life
to change residence hall or Greek unit address.
Name

Student ID POO

Street Address
City.

State

Zip

Local or Cell Phone #
Signature

Date

Biller said that police presence would be more noticeable, and officers would be
actively enforcing all laws.
The Lieutenant said the
BGPD expects to see a higher
numlier of arrests during the
next couple of weeks, but not
just because of the ami-drinking and driving effort.
"Across the board we expect
to see more arrests. The first
and last weeks of school we
typically see the most activity
because of the number of people in town."
The city police department
plans to work with the campus
police department in the same
manner they always do, but
does not have anything specific planned to coincide with
the "You Drink and Drive, You

Lose" campaign.
"There is no coordinated
program, but we'll be working
with them as always."
The "You Drink and Drive,
You Lose" crackdown has
been held annually since 1999,
but this is the first year it has
taken place over the Labor Day
period, and organizers hope
this will help curtail the endof-summer impaired driving
problem.
Also, this is the first time it
has been held since all 50 states
have adopted uniform drunken-driving standards, and officials say this will strengthen
the hand of law enforcement
to arrest and prosecute drunk
drivers to the fullest extent of
the law.
The $14 million media campaign represents the largest
amount of money ever spent

on a program like this.
The National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration reported
that 17,401 people were killed
in alcohol-related crashes last
year, which represented 40 percent of the 43.220 people killed
in traffic accidents.
The NHTSA also reported
that 97 percent of Americans
view drinking and driving as
a serious threat to themselves
and their families, and the
majority support increased
enforcement efforts.
Biller urges everyone to
refrain from driving while
intoxicated and said those who
do can expect to face serious
consequences.
"We encourage people not
to drink and drive, and people who do will suffer the
ramifications."

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Welcome bags: New focus on community
By Nicole Deltsto
CIIV NEWS E0I1 OR

In an effort to welcome off-campus students to their new homes,
community volunteers will distribute "welcome bags" tomorrow from 11-3. A community
barbeque at St. Mark's Lutheran
Church will follow from 4-7.
The bags will be given to
students living within the second city ward, which covers all
streets south of Wboster. They
will contain voter registration
forms, directories of downtown
businesses, a landlord-tenant
booklet and other helpful items
for off-campus students. Some
bags include frisbees, hackysacks
and a drawing number for 100
prizes to be given away at the
barbeque,
Those in charge of the events
are confident they will knock on
every ward 2 door in four hours.
"The more people we have
the more area we can cover, but
I think in four hours we should
be able to cover ward 2," Barb
Hoffman, health promotion
coordinator for the Wellness
Connection, said.
City and University officials
wanted to reduce crime in ward
2. The city looked into specific

local needs, and the University those welcoming students. 3,000
found a grant that is directed bags from the Universtiy were
toward ward 2. Other money stuffed in preparation
from the grant will help fund the
Several city and university
events.
offices have worked hard prior to
"Some of the funds that we got the events. The Office of Student
for the grant will go into buying life collected information from
food for the barbeque and some different University offices, and
of the mate- ...
.
,
helped
stuff
rials going JUSt getting to krtOW bags. They also
sought out volinto bags," y0Ur neighbors is a
unteers from the
Hoffman J
,,r
.
,
good thing in that University.
said.
have sent
City prosthere's a tendency out"Wemessages
ecutor, Matt
Reger, devel- for students to think numerous times
different listoped the idea
of residents here as toprocstoseeifwe
for the events
from Miami just old people, and can get volunUniversity, residents to think of teers from staff
and students
which has a
successful students as just loud and help pass the
bags around,"
welcome bag
noise makers."
Georgianna
program.
Folkins, coordi"I found
MIKE ZICKAR
nator for camout about a
similar program in Oxford, Ohio pus programs, said.
and it's a community program
The Wellness Connection crein conjunction with Miami ated a piece that will be in the
I Inivcrsity," Reger said.
bag. Mike Zickar, second ward
Reger presented the idea to the city-councilman and psycholCity-University Summit, where it ogy department faculty member, has tried to draw interest
was accepted.
120 volunteers are needed, and from residents in ward 2 and
Mayor John Quinn will be among students.

"1 've contacted residents in the
second ward to try to get interest, and I also e-mailed some
students who I thought might be
interested," Zickar said.
Students and residents wanting to meet their neighbors may
have reason to be interested.
Along with making students feel
welcome, city and University
officials also hope the event will
bring unity. In past years the
resident-student relationship
has been strained, and residents
have complained about students
having loud parties
Codified Ordinance 7239,
which prohibits nuisance parties, took effect Aug. 1. The welcome bag program and ordinance are geared to diminish
the number of nuisance parties
and better the student-resident
relationship.
Zickar described a resident
with a developmentally-disabled child who always tries to
get to know her neighbors. The
resident often complains of loud
noises.
"lust getting to know your
neighbors is a good thing in that
there's a tendency for students
to think of residents here as
just old people, and residents

lulie DiFranco BGNews

WELCOME BAGS: Above, Matt Reger poses with one of the many "welcome bags" that are being passed out today between 11a.m. and 3p.m.

to think of students as just loud
noise makers," Zickar said. "It
just helps the two groups understand each other. If the students

know it's affecting this person's
life, then they could try to be
more respectful."

Faculty uses program to help large 1st year class
MM Wright
■EPOITEI

Nonnally when the fall semester
rolls around, administrators at
the University do not mind that
'hey will be bogged down with
questions and concerns from
overwhelmed freshmen and their
parents.
But whan enrollment records
showed there would be an
increase of almost 300 more
new students this year than last.
University faculty scrambled to
plan for the imminent influx.
Vice provost and professor
Al Gonzalez said. "We needed a
proposal to prepare for the large
number of fall students".
Created in luly, the Fall

Transition Program helps new
students who have extraordinary
questions or problems. They are
referred to the program by admin istrators who can then help more
students with less difficult issues
and minimize their own strain in
the process.
"We're not expecting more
problems or think the offices can't
help," Gonzalez, who co-chairs
tiie program, said. "With more
students, we wanted to be prepared for things that are unexpected."
Within the program, a Ready
Response Team, made up of faculty from various departments,
is on call from 8am. to 5 p.m. to
assist students or their parents.

Only one of the five members the team. Their problems were
that comprise the team is avail- mostly concerned with personal
able during the nine-hour shift, or financial matters, according
to Connie Ruhl-Smith,
but all are instruct- H
ad that their team The Students who sits on the steering committee for the
job takes prior
were all
ity over other tasks
program.
according to team
Wide eyed
F.arlier this week,
member lill Can.
ana> excited." everyone on campus
The team comwas able to benefit
from the team's unique
municates with all Cn.NRA0 MCROBERTS
services. Golf carts with
offices on campus
SENIOR RESEARCH
bold, orange "Ask Me"
including linancial
ASSOCIATE
signs pasted to them
Aid and Registration
strolled around the
and Records, so
that it can help with almost any major thoroughfares on campus
to help with directions and a wide
dilemma
Since it only deals with extreme variety of questions
"The students were all wideissues, only a few snidents and
parents have been referred to eyed and excited," said Conrad

McRoberts, the senior research
associate in the Office of
Institutional Research, who drove
a cart on Monday and Tuesday.
"We received lots of positive
responses."
Although the carts only served
the campus on the first two days
of the semester, talk of extending
the mobile kiosks next fall has
already begun because of the
enormous reaction the innovative plan has received. "Ask Me"
drivers received inquiries from an
average of 50 misguided snidents
— and some new faculty members— during each of their fourhour shifts
The rest of the program is set to
run until Sept. 10. Depending on

the response the team receives
from administrators, students
and parents, it could be extended
for next year.
The Transition Program
includes: to run through
Sept. 10
• A ready response team
made up of faculty available
from 8a.m. to 5p.m. to assist
students & parents with questions
• A group that communicates
with offices of campus
• "Ask me" golf carts to help
students

Get involved capturing
student life at BGSU!

And jam.

Key Yearbook
Organizational Meeting
7:30 p.m. Sunday, Aug. 29
28 West Hall
All Majors and Class Standings Welcome.
Job Positions for Section Editors, Assistant Section
Editors, Photographers, Writers, Promotions/Publicity,
Web Designer, Page Layout/Design

College students,
PowerBook or iBook
and get $200 back;

For more information, contact editor Allison Halco at
ajhalco@bgnet.bgsu.edu or call The KEY, 372-8086.
Previous experience is welcome but not required.

"Buy an iPod and a PowerBook or iBook (excluding iPod mini and 12-inch iBook
with CD-ROM) from the Apple Store for Education Individuals or a participating
Authorized Campus Reseller between July 7,2004, and September 25,2004, and
receive a $200 mail-in rebate. Terms and Conditions apply.
Student ID or Letter of Acceptance required.
£ Authorized Campus Reseller

m -V

University Bookstore
Student Union
Bowling Green State Univebrsjitl

o 7004 Appk Compwlw. mc Al nghK rpMmd Appk. llw Appto logo. Apple Sloit. «ook. IPod »nd PowOoo* ««tttdenwtu o* Appfc
C^pu^^f^tttmdhalt U.S.«>dcW>«.couiKr*i U01WII

* r-efk •
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\()ion:

www.bgnews.com/opinion

OPINION

"We noticed a bear sleeping on the
common lawn and wondered what was
going on, until we discovered that there
were a lot of beer cans lying around."
IJSAimilXSON.awirkoallhoKaUTl^lteon, near Seattle. The black
!*-.» was louml passed out mi the campgrounds after guzzling three dozen
cans of beer. iRcum)

Dorft limit 527 groups' spending
Advocacy groups not affiliated
wiih either presidential candidate are using their money to
Influence teta Uon ^ ii'i%ers. And
tharsOK b) us.
These groups, also known as
"527 groups," arc bombarding
battleground states - especially
Ohio
with television commercials denouncing one candidate
or the other.
Since the primary objective of these groups is in lnii i
the candidates, Ixith President
George VV. Hush and Sen. John

Kerry are speaking out against
these groups.
the Swift Boat veterans for
Truth is a 527 group which claims
kiiiys heroism in Vietnam —
something Kerry is using to help
build charisma and clectability
— is not what it seems.
The Media Fund, a left-leaning organization, has sponsored
ads which say that Bush has
helped companies outsource
jobs, broken promises about
Improving education and helped
prescription drug companies

YOU DECIDE
Should there be a limit to
spending by 527 groups? Do you
take to heart their messages?
Email thenews@bgnews.com or
log on to www.bgnews.com and
tell us what you think.
achieve profit rather than help
customers.
Sure, these ads are misleading and skew the facts. I lowever,
aren't most commercials some-

Ask yourself political questions
AT ISS1IF-What
ISSUE: What ismips.irc
issues are imnnrtant
important tit
to vmi
you this plprtinn?
election?

what misleading? After ail, a
commercial is an advertisement
that tries to sell an illusion to the
consumers. They may claim their
product is the best, and it's not
necessarily true, but they say it
and get away with it.
The same rule applies to 527
groups. They have the right to
spend an infinite amount of
money to say whatever they feel
is necessary.
The difference between political ads and regular ads is that
people take to heart messages

DFADT F
•
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ON THE STREET

COREY
HAWKEY
Guest Columnist
heady I have noticed
politics leaching the
bathroom stalls, and we
have only been In classes for a
week. What I read on the stalls
inspired me to write this essay.
I really believe that we as
Americans need to take a true
and honest step back from the
mirror. I'm making a generalized comment when I say we
are all a little used to rushing
out the door with our look'
and our views.'
As we all know by now,
this is an election year, and
the Republicans and the
Democrats are on television
and on campus in full force
vying for your vote. Senator

lohn Kerry versus President
George W. Bush,
Because this is an election
year and I would argue, a very
important election, I would
like to say a feu things.
I firmly believe that the
United States of America is in
really deep trouble and here
is why.
It is my opinion that the
United States is divided into
two major kinds of people
these days — Republicans and
the Democrats. No one seems
to budge and no one really
seems to have a solid reason
why they are on a particular
side. There are exceptions to
everything, but 1 am talking
in a generalized way. This way
of thinking poses problems
because we have many closed
minded individuals and having this kind of thinking really
makes a mockery of
our democracy.

1 find it very disheartening
that we are ix>king fingers
at each other and making
enemies of one another. I am
ashamed of some Democrats
these days for not uniting
because of deep beliefs within
their own party. I am guilty of
it myself.
It is also very disheartening to see Republicans attack
the I )emocrats and call them
various expletives and say
things like, "Save the World,
Vote Republican" or whatever.
Maybe I cannot take a joke
but that will not be the way to
save the world. Do not get me
wrong; I have seen Democrats
do Ibis too.
Working together, sharing
opinions, agreeing to disagree
and compromising will save
die world. Well, that is the
answer 1 would give you if you
asked me what it would take to
save the world.'
Anyways, I have a plea to the
M hole University and United
States for that matter. My plea
is to educate yourself and
tnily, unbiased, honestly, ask
yourself questions about what
is going on. And then answer
your questions with the facts
from an unbiased source.
What issues are truly important to me and relevant to
the U.S.?
What is the current state of
the economy and what is it
doing? Where is it headed?
What is my position on the
Iraq war, why do I have that
position, has my position
changed recently?
What is my position on
education? Has my tuition
increased compared to four
years ago? Did 1 not get as
much aide as I did last year?
I low does the world perceive

America these days? Are you
happy with the world perceiving us this way?
Am I concerned with terrorism? How do I want to deal
with it? Home/Abroad securities or education throughout
the world in order to change
our perception?
How is President Bush
doing? Do I really like most
tilings he has done? What do 1
or don't I like about him?
What do I think of )ohn
Kerry? Do I really think he'll do
a better job than our current
President?
These are just some questions 1 would want to ask
myself. And 1 wouldn't answer
them with one-word answers.
I would check out some facts
in places I normally would not
have looked. And these are not
the only questions to ask
for sure.
One website that I have
found to be most helpful is
Canadian singer/songwriter
Matthew Good's website. He
comments on important
issues and has many links for
your convenience on the right
side of his page. 1 do want you
to know that he is very liberal
in his opinion, however most
links are unbiased (http://
www.matthewgood.org/web/
mblog).
If you really do care, then
you will take a good hard look
in the mirror at your opinions
and truly sort things out. You
might find out that you have
a different opinion than two
days, two months or even two
years ago. I know some of us
are not political and not interested. I understand that. But I
still encourage you to educate
yourself the best you can or
can bear and vote this year.

NEW CATEGORIES FOR THE PURPLE HEART

How will you celebrate
surviving the first
week of classes?

•
CLINTON GREER
FRESHMAN, PRE-MED

"Going home to
Pittsburgh and seeing
my family."

MARIA BROWN
SOPHOMORE, BIOLOGY
"Going out with
my friends"

JASON NICHOLAS
SOPHOMORE. IPC
"Go to the bars."

A

MELISSA OVERTON
SENIOR, MARKETING
"I'll finally shower
for class."
WiTH ENOUGH

-re>WiTHS-T»ND
A RePUBUCAN
SMEAR
CAMFANSN

MONTHS iN
CoNvBATTO
JuSTiFY HEROISM
To TWJK-RAHO
OHOceNKAWKS

that bash their beloved candidate.
But have we forgotten about free
speech?
limiting the funds of these
groups is not an option. It would
be difficult to define which advocacy groups have the right to
unlimited spending and which
do not. If the Swift Boat Vets, the
Media Fund and Moveon.org
have spending limits, who's to say
that anti-smoking and planned
parenthood groups are next to
succumb to limited budgets?
How do you define a 527

group? What is the different
between Stand, the group that
fights against cigarette smok
ing and Swift Boat Vets that fight
against Kerry?
In this way, you cannot limit
their hinds.
These 527 people may be
annoyingand/ordead wrong, but
they have the right to say what
they want. This is what makes
America great, keeps democracy
going and keeps our newspaper
on the stands everyday.
Let 'em talk, choose to listen.

Citizens must fact
check smear ads
AT ISSUE: Bush and Kerry have conflicting facts, so it
is up to the informed citizen to look up the truth.
I picked up the BG News
Thursday, and as usual,
began to read the Opinion
pages. "IX-mocrats need to look
in the mirror" stared at me as I
stared right back. Now, I usually
don't read articles which inspire
me to write. 1 lowever, I'm now
writing this in response to Mr.
Brian Meyers' letter to the editor.
I have to ask him, did he really
do his research?
George W. Bush, while never
hilly endorsing the ad with the
typical "I approve this message"
is still, I believe, supportive of the
ads. U't's look at all the iimlcrlv
ing factors.
President Bush is well known
for his use of outside investors.
1 lis oil companies are a good
example of this. So why is this
important} Well, President Bush
is not a stupid man, and is in
fact quite educated (despite
the argument of quite a few
Democrats) — why would he
jeopardize his campaign by
putting his approval on such a
smearing ad? 1 le wouldn't. I led
get someone else to do it for him.
Ok. so an outside source
funded and ran I he ad. So why
is it linked so closely to President
Bush? Well let's face it, this is
not the first time he's attacked a
veteran's record on the "race to
the White I louse." lohn Met iiin
in fact even confronted him, asking for a public apology for the
disrespectful comments Bush
made about his record. Guess
what? He never got his apology.
And why hasn't President Bush
come out and denounced the ad,
said he had nothing to do with it,
or apologized that something so
wrong is synonymous with his
name? If he did that, don't you
think people would attack the
group who made die ad instead
of him? He hasn't done that,
linking him even closer to the
attacks on lohn Kerry's record.
So Bush has a history of
discrediting Vietnam Veterans.
But what about the men who

ELIZABETH
ABBOTT
Guest Columnist
claimed to have served under
lohn Kerry in these ads? Well, to
uncover theii stories, I went to:
http:/ /www.factcheck.org/artide.aspx?doclD=231.
We, by going to this reliable
ami DonparrJsan source, find
out that in fact Kerry's claims to
heroism are true. But looking
at his service record and documents could tell us that. What's
more interesting is that these
men. speaking out against lohn
Kerry, have told stories that are,
indeed, a bit fabricated.
As an example, larry Thuriow
has records that indicate that yes,
in fact, there was heavy gun fire
at the scene where lohn Kerry
earned his Bronze Star. Not
only that, but Thuriow himself
received a Bronze Star for dodging those bullets. But that is not
the story he's told the media.
I le's told the media that there
was no heavy gunfire. He said
there was no gunfire at all!
Another example is Louis
l-etson. He claims that lohn
Kerry lied to get his first Purple
Heart — Letson knows because
he treated him in the hospital'
Well, this also, is a fabrication.
In fact, if you look at the hospital
records, letson was never even
assigned to Kerry. I.C. Carreon
was the man who treated Kerry
in that hospital, so how would
Letson know?
So, who do we believe? Well,
I personally recommend that
everyone does research on
personal time, and make his
or her decision on who's lying
and the right candidate for you.
I lowever, don't call for things
that aren't there and call them
facts or choose your side by
hearsay alone
As for me? Well, I guess you
could say that I'm ready for
a change.

What do you think about
—well—whatever?
Let us know.
thenews@bgnews.com
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
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BRIEFING
Detroit's Ford Field
set to host MAC title

FRIDAY

Tlie BG News

Ford Field, site of the 2006
Super Bowl, the 2009 NCAA
men's Final Four and the Motor
City Bowl will now host the
Mid-American Championship
game for the 2004 to 2006 seasons.
The MAC, along with the SEC
and the Big 12, is one of three
conferences in college football
that holds a season ending conference title game.
This announcement comes
one year after the MAC title
hosted Top 25 teams Bowling

Starbury>
shines for
Team USA

August 27,
2004
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING 6REEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Women kick off Falcon Classic
By EKon Schreiner
SPORTS EDITOR

By Steve Wilstem
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Stephon Marbury knew there
had to be a way out.
No, not by hopping the next
flight out of Athens, which was
what all the U.S. men's basketball
players no doubt felt like doing
after shooting bricks and playing
like strangers in their miserable
first week of the Olympics.
They staggered into the quarterfinals, losers of two games
out of five and looking no more
threatening than a pickup team.
Spain, 5-0 and led by 7-foot-1
Memphis Grizzlies star Pau
Gasol, loomed as a threat to send
them packing without medals for
the first time
Marbury had other ideas, the
brightest being to practice shooting 3-pointers. Strange that it
would take so long for that to
occur to him, but better late here
than back in Brooklyn. On a day
off, he worked for an hour and a
half on his outside shot — only
him, the ball and the hoop, one
shot after the other from all over
the court.
"1 just got back into my groove,
shooting the ball the way I knew
how to," Marbury said.
The extra work paid off
Thursday with a U.S. men's
Olympic record 31 points that
paced a 102-94 victory over Spain
in front of a pro-Spanish sellout crowd and set up a scmifnal game against the winner of
Argentina-Greece.
"Stephon shot the ball like
Stephon today," lamar Odom
said.
Which is to say, he didn't look
anything like his impersonator of
the previous five games, who shot
2-for-16 on 3-pointers and 4-fbr14 on regular field goals while
averaging 4.2 points per game.
The real Marbury who showed
up against Spain shot 6-for-9
from 3-point range and 10-for15 overall, breaking down the
Spanish team paced by Gasol's
29 points.
"When 1 first came here, coach
(Larry) Brown told me I was going
to score by accident," Marbury
said.
That was about the only way
Marbury did score in those early
games. His mind was on running the team, getting everyone
involved, being a leader on the
court, instead, he was undermining his own efforts by tossing up
clinkers.
I jfe on the basketball court is
much easier when 3-pointers are
falling, especially against all the
nasty zone defenses other countries are throwing against the
Americans.
"I think we've been playing
against zone so much that it
MARBURY. PAGE 6

(ust when it seems that Falcons
sports are never going to start,
the women's soccer team goes
and opens up the fall season
with the Falcon Classic this
weekend.
The weekend's festivities will
feature the host Falcons as well
as Eastern Michigan, Duquesne
and Pittsburgh.
Head coach Andy Richards
is looking for one main focus
to come out of his team this
weekend.
"I'm expecting us to compete
and work hard," he said. "We
want to be tough to play, especially at home."
But there is also one other
thing the fifth-year coach is
inevitably expecting.
"There's always jitters,"
Richards said. "Especially considering we haven't played a
competitive game yet."
The Falcons are coming off
a down season that almost
ended magically when they
advanced to the Mid-American
Conference championship
match. They have the luxury of
reluming 19 letterwinners, 10 of
whom started.
"We have a similar team this
year," Richards said. "We only
lost two seniors this spring."
Although the butterflies are
always going to happen, the
team should be able to get rid
of them quickly thanks to their
depth and experience.

"The seniors are a very strong
class," Richards said. "Kristy
Coppes returns as our team's
leader in goals and Beth Rieman
is a strong team captain. They
know what to expect and we
expect them to do their jobs.
But it isn't going to be all left up
to the seniors."
The Falcons also have a
strong junior class led by leading scorer Samantha Meister,
who finished in a team lead with
Coppes (10 goals) while leading
the team with six assists.
The Falcons are more than
ready to take care of their own
business, now they have to
worry about taking care of the
competition.
"We just have to take it one
game at a time," Richards said.
"Duquesne, we have not played
before but Pittsburgh we played
a couple years, but they had
a coaching change, so we're
expecting some different things
from them."
As far as the tournament
itself, Richards thinks it should
provide his team with a good
way to kick off the season.
"We put the tournament
together in anticipation of competing," he said. "We don't want
to play teams that are just going
to roll over for us."
Action starts today at 1 p.m.
with Eastern Michigan playing Pittsburgh. The Falcons'
first action will come at 4 pm.
against Duquesne at Cochrane
field.

BCNews File Ptioto

MAKING THE PASS: Leah Eggleton makes a pass against Wright State in September 2003. The women's
soccer team opens the season with the Falcon Classic today at 4 p.m. against Duquesne at Cochrane Field.

USA basketball team keeps medal hopes alive
Win lifts Team USA
to semifinals game
against Argentina
By Chris Sheridan
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

MfceCwroy AP Plato

MAKING A MOVE: Allen Iverson of Team USA, right, is fouled Spain's
Carlos Jimenez. Iverson ended the game with 16 points in Team
USA's 102-94 win yesterday.

Written off after their opener
and branded failures back
home, Stephon Marbury and the
Americans are showing signs that
they just might be the team to
beat after all.
For a change, the face of frustration belonged to someone
other than an American after
Marbury's performance. He set
a U.S. men's Olympic record with
31 points and broke the team
mark with six 3-pointers, leading
the suddenly accurate Americans
into the semifinals with a 102-94
victory over Spain yesterday.
In a game that ended with
the opposing coaches swearing
and pointing at one another, the
United States finally started hitting jump shots — just as Iarry
Brown predicted.
"They were very good on 3s.
That was something new in this
tournament," Spain's Pau Gasol
said, "lhey looked motivated,
and it'll be hard to beat them if
they keep playing like that."
After spending 90 minutes
practicing jumpers in an empty

gym on a day off, Marbury made
half of his team's 12 3-pointers
and was a big reason why the
previously undefeated Spaniards
are now out of medal contention.
As the teams left the court,
Spanish coach Mario Pesquera
and Brown had to be separated
by their assistants in an argument over a timeout Brown took
with 23 seconds left and his team
up by 11 points.
"I had — and 1 stress the word
'had' — a lot of respect for Larry
Brown." said Pesquera. who
smirked and shook his head
when he heard Brown explain
that he tried to rescind the timeout. "Dean Smith would have
never done anything like that."
Marbury scored just 21 points
in his team's first five games, missing 24 of 30 shots. The Americans
lost two of them, to Puerto Rico
and 1 itliii.ii ii.i.

But those stniggies are in the
past, and the Americans now
have a chance to win the gold
medal. Next up is a semifinal
today against the winner of the
Greece-Argentina game. The
other semifinal pitted lithuania,
which defeated China 95-75,
against Italy or Puerto Rica
Marbury's six 3s broke the
record of five set by Reggie

Miller against China in 1996,
and his scoring total passed
the mark of 30 points shared by
Charles Barkley (1992 vs. Brazil)
and Adrian Dandey (1976 vs.
Ytigoslavia). The Olympic record
is 55 points by Oscar Schmidt of
Brazil against Spain in 1988. The
record for any U.S. player is 35 by
Usa Leslie against lapan in 1996.
Allen Iverson added 16 points,
making three 3-pointers, and
the Americans finally resembled
U.S. teams from the past three
Olynlpics. They didn't get rattled
by a large disparity in fouls (2718), they knocked down their free
throws to maintain the lead in
the final two minutes, and they
topped 100 points for the first
time in the tournament.
The Americans finished 12-for22 on 3-pointers after shooting
a tournament-low 24 percent in
their first five games.
"We've been playing against
so much zone, it doesn't really
matter anymore," Marbury said.
"We're starting to like playing
against zones."
Marbury had struggled the
most in the team's first five
games, uncomfortable with
Brown's insistence that a point
BASKETBALL, PAGE 6

Depth is key in cross country team!s season
ByEIMSchraimr
SPORTS EDITOR

The football team isnt
the only one that lost a
valuable senior to graduation this past year.
Cross country has also
taken a hit, losing standout runner Amber Culp,
who placed first in all the
Falcons meets last season
from start to finish.
The women are in good
shape, though, as tbey
return several solid runners to go with a strong
freshman class that gives

the team 11 runners that
could develop into top
five finishers.
"This season's squad is
by far the deepest, most
talented team we have
had since I took over
the program," said head
coach Cami Well, who
is in her sixth season as
coach of the womea
Returning for the
Falcons as captains are
Melissa Krueger and
Niki Suitor. Last season,
Suitor was hampered by
an injury throughout the

fall season, but had a successful spring campaign
in track. Krueger also

"This season's
squad is by
far the
deepest,
most
talented
team we
have had."
CAMI WELL. COACH

had a successful spring,
running a personal best
at the Mid-American
Conference championships in the 1500 K while
finishing eighth.
Elise Gould, Leslie
Garden,
Caroline
Kipchacba, Bridget Dalic,
Andrea Pollack and Kim
Settle round out the rest
of the returnees who figure to give the women
great depth.
"I have very high
expectations for this
squad," Wells said. "They

have come in very prepared for the season.
They worked hard this
summer and everyone is
excited about getting out
there and racing."
Wells is just hoping that
injuries don't play a big
role in the upcoming season and to get stronger as
the season progresses.
"Our main objective
with the women is to
keep everyone healthy
IMS«M|K
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TREADING IT: Bridget Dalic runs during a cross country meet last fall. The
Falcons are looking to improve on last season performances.
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New men's soccer coach brings hope
By Chris Willig
SPORTS RSPiR'ER

realizes it could be a difficult season. Despite the fact that players
and coaches are still getting to
know each other they are still
optimistic about the future
The boys are very excited
and very gung-ho about the season. They're working very hard,
they're very committed and I
diink we're going to be competitive," said the new coach. "1 do
think it's going to take us a little
while to find our stride but our
hopes is to IK- competitive in the
conference."
Time, however,
is one thing the
Falcons don't have
much of. With two
exhibition games
under their hells.
the Falcons arc set
to match up against

[he Miens soccer team is sci to
begin their new season in less
than a week but this season
they are under new leadership.
The Falcons, who finished second in the MAC. championships
last season, are under the direction of newly appointed coach
Fred Thompson. The signing
of Thompson marked only the
fourth time in the tony-year
history of the program to hire a
new coach.
Thompson's
resume seems more
than adequate for
riming the team,
which will undoubtedly be looking to
get hack to the top
of the MAC. Prior
the
Michigan
to signing with the
State Spartans on
Falcons he was the
assistant coach at
, September 1 for
their season opener.
the University of lOt Of games
Kvansville and was
The early part of the
Falcons
schedule
also head coach of
mart,
'
COACH
aij,,
,(),iSjMS 0f the
Bellevue Community
College. Before getfirst six games in 12
ting into coaching Thompson day followed by an away match
played professionally in the MIS at, Big 10 Conference powerand started for the Jamaican
house, Michigan.
International team in 1988Thompson likes the challenging scheduled but is not making
1990.
Despite the impressive creany promises to his team. "I told
dentials Thompson knows that
the players I can't guarantee one
this season is not going to lie victory and I can't guarantee a
easy for him or his team. Due to
championship. All I can guarthe late hiring Thompson and antee is that if they stick with it
the Falcons have had little time and work hard then they will
to work together and Thompson
be much bener players when

BtnSwanjer File Photo
WINDING UP: Dave Belfort prepares to take a shot in a game against
Cincinatti last fall. With a new coach, the team looks to start a new era
in Falcon soccer this season.
they are done and hopefully
because of that we will win a lot
of games." said Thompson.
"The goals for this season
are simple. Academically we're
going to be very strong and that
is our first and foremost goal.
Our second objective is to get
better every time we step on
the field. We want to be a well
organized that will be difficult to

breakdown
The Falcons have appeared
strong in their two preseason
exhibitions games this season.
Last Saturday they defeated
Findlay 3-0 and yesterday they
beat Defiance 4-1. The season opener will take place next
Wednesday at Cochrane Field
against Michigan State at 4 p.m.

Pavin ends day with three stroke lead
Corey Pavin started strong and
finished with a flourish for one
of the best rounds of his career
and a three-stroke lead at the

inaugural Buick Championship
yesterday.
Pavin matched his career low
with an 8-under-par 62 at TPC
at River Highlands. It was also
a season low for 44-vear-old

Steve Millar AP Photo
THE PERFECT SWING: Corey Pavin, from Piano, Texas, celebrates
with his caddie Eric Schwarz, left, after he chipped in the ball
into the hole on the 18th green uring the frist round of the Buick
Championship yesterday. Pavin birdied the hole to finish at 8-under
par.

Pavin and the best round in his
12 appearances at the tournament formerly called the Greater
I lartford Open.
Pavin has contended in this
event several times, especially in
die mid- 1990s when he finished
with a second and third.
"I've had good success in
the past and for some reason, I
play OK." Pavin said. "Anytime
you get to a golf course you feel
comfortable on, you just feel
good that you might shoot a
good score or things are going to
come together. And today was a
day that everything seemed to
come together."
Bob Bums and Man Weibring
are second at 5-under 65.
Bunched together four strokes
behind die leader widi 66s were
Fred Funk, David Peoples, ferry
Kelly, Jason Dufher and Craig
Bowden.
Pavin's round was one stroke
off the tournament record of 61
held by Uiree players — twotime champ Phil Mickelson,
Scon Verplank and Kirk Triplett.
It also matched the event's best
first-round score, set in 2001
by Jonathan Kaye. Pavin's only
other 62 came in the 1990 Texas
Open, where he finished third.
He took advantage of ideal
scoring conditions in his morning round after heavy fog lifted
and softened die greens at TPC
at River Highlands. Pavin holed a
120-yard wedge shot on the 341 yard second hole for an eagle.
His seven-birdie round included
a 45-foot chip-in at No. 18 that
brought a roar from die gallery.
His only stumble was a bogey
at No. 12, when he missed a 10footer for par.

The 24-ycar-old Weibring is
playing on a sponsor's exemption and is competing in just his
third PGA Tour event. His father,
DA Weibring, won this event in
1996 with his then 16-year-old
son in the gallery.
Matt Weibring is making his
first return to Hartford since that
win, but remembers vividly his
father's shotmaking in the final
round and his one-stroke win
over Tom Kite.
"I've got real good memories
of my dad hitting those shots,
so kind of in my head, I had an
idea what to do and what kind
of shots to play," the younger
Weibring said. "If I can stay and
not get caught up in what is
actually happening, I think I'll
be able to lie all right."
Burns has made just nine cuts
in 21 events this season and
has one top-10 finish. His only
win on tour came at the Disney
Classic in 2002.
Pavin, the 1995 U.S. Open
champ, has just one top-10 finish this season and is looking
for his first win since 1996. He's
been working with swing coach
Butch Harmon the past year and
likes the direction his game is
heading.
"Certainly it's important
where I end up on Sunday, but
right now die journey is really
important for me and what I go
through and how I get to that
point where I'm playing to the
best of my ability," Pavin said.
"If I happen to win great... But
as long as I'm going in the right
dirccdon, that's all I'm after right
now."

Cross country team strives for better finish
CROSS COUNTRY, FROM PAGE 5
and to peak at the MAC meet the
end of November," she said. "All
the pounding that their bodies
endure can take a toll."
The women also bring in some
strong newcomers. Jamie Roflow,
Caroline Hiliman and Stephanie
Hillman will all make their debuts
for BG this season.
"These young women have
impressed me from the first time
I met them last year during the
recruiting process," Wells said.
"They are all tremendously hard
workers and they posess a true
desire to get die most out of everthingtheydo."
The men this year will have one
obvious strong point, they have a
great deal of depth, with 17 runners on this season's roster.
The men will hope to improve
this season after a rough finish
last year, especially at the MAC
championships.
"We had a disappointing end
to our season last fall," Wells

said. "And the sting of that has
driven this year's squad to never
have another MAC meet like that
again."
Steve Vairerta and Steve BTasko
are the team captains for a squad
that features a lot of runners diat
can step up.
"At this point we have three
strong front runners in Rogers
Kipchumba. Edwin Cheruiyot
and Bryan Jackson," Wells said.
"A key for us wiD be to fill the
number four through seven spots
with people who can get it done
on meet day."
After losing Edgar Ramirez,
who is pursuing other goals, and
Kris I.i< hnuski. who is redshirting, the men have lost two top
five runners.
"Filling their shoes will not be
easy," Wfells said. "But it is a challenge I believe the squad is up
to."
Falcons cross country appears
to be ready for next weekend's
home opener.

They were so good this time
that they brought out the sourreally doesn't matter anymore if est grapes of the Olympics in
they play zone or man to man," the form of a rant by Spanish
Marbury said. "We're starting to coach Mario Pesquera after a
like playing against zones."
game-ending shouting match
They better because they'll with Brown.
see them no matter whom they
Pesquera fumed that Brown
play. Everyone knows that the called a time-out widi 23 secbest way to beat this collection onds left and an 11-point
of NBA players — a coalition lead, as if to embarrass the
of die willing ratiier than the Spaniards.
"I had, and 1 stress had, a
superstais who originally were
asked to come — is to force lot of respect for Larry Brown,"
them to drain outside shots. Pesquera said. "For me, a coach
Marbury broke the zone this who is up there with the best,
Umc, but there's no guaran- like Dean Smith, would never
tee that he or anyone else will have done anything like that."
Brown half-smiled, saying he
have a hot hand in the coming
games.
had tried to cancel the timeAs smooth, rugged and reso- out when he saw the clock had
lute as the Americans looked
run down and tried to apologize
against Spain in their best per- to Pesquera. but the Spaniard
formance by far since coming wouldn't listen.
together, they are still vulneraPesquera was equally furible. One strong game, welcome ous about the way the referees
as it was in holding off the utter called the game.
humiliation of going home
"We played under NBA rules
empty-handed, does not make and not under FTBA rules.
them the gold-medal favorite. There were multiple violations,
/Ml the medals are up for grabs.
traveling, contact, et cetera,"
Yet this victory did send a Pesquera said.
The refs beat Spain, not
message to the other teams that
these Americans — a pseudo a better team, according to
Dream Team though it may be Pesquera.
— are jelling. They know where
Next, he complained about
to look for each other on the the tournament format, which
court, know how to switch allowed the U.S. team to
on defense, and are willing to advance with a 4-2 record while
give up their bodies for loose knocking Spain out of medal
balls and picks. They're finally contention with a 5-1 record.
showing spirit a week after they He made it sound like a consleepwalked through a loss to spiracy.
Puerto Rica
It was an angry, petty out"We've been through some burst at the end of a hard-fought
difficult times," Brown said. game. What it revealed, though,
"It's a young team. Somedmes is how badly other coaches and
adversity brings you togedier. teams wani to knock this U.S.
Sometimes that young enthusi- team out.
For one more day, at least, the
asm is a good thing So we have
become much closer as a group, Americans refused to go.
and that was vital tonight.
MARBURY.FR0MPAGE5

"All I can
guarantee is
that if they
stick with
it and work
hard... we
will win a

By DONNA TOMMEUEO
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRUER

Spanish coach
angry about loss

Ben Swinger File Photo
GOING THE DISTANCE: Two BG runners, middle, attempt to gain
on a runner from Toledo in a cross country match last fall. With 17
members on this years men's team, the Falcons have a lot of depth
and hope for a better finish than last year.

Oman Vranic APPholo
THE QUARREL: USA basketball coach Larry Brown, left, is confronted
by Spain's coach Mario Pesquera, right, at the conclusion of their
quarterfinal game in Athens, Greece. The USA won 102-94.

Three point
shooting boosts
team to victory
BASKETBALL, FROM PAGE 5

guard should run the offense
rather than score. Historically a
shoot-first, pass-second player,
Marbury's mind-set was fundamentally at odds with his
coach's.
"Playing under coach Brown
is not easy," Marbury said. "It's
tough because he demands
so much from you — to try to
play your game and try to do
what he wants, and have that
all combine in one has been a
challenge to me. But it's been a
great challenge."
Gasol led Spain with 29
points but was held to just
four in the fourth quarter by a
tenacious American defensive
effort, which quieted a crowd
of l-l,'itXI that included Spain's
King luan Carlos.
"It was said that the public supports the weaker team.
I think in this case the public
was solidly behind the stronger team because we were the
stronger team," said Pesquera,
who also complained that the
officials allowed the Americans
to get away with traveling violadons.
"I think this game was played
under NBA rules, not FIBA
rules," he said.
Several Spanish players threw
their hands up and stared at
the American bench in disgust
when Brown called his late

timeout. Pesquera wasn't buying Browns explanation.
"1 tried to apologize, I tried
to explain, and he kept saying something about the NBA.
I would never try to embarrass anybody," Brown said.
"Hopefully I'll learn to handle
these situations, which are new
to me, a little bit better."
Tim Duncan scored the
Americans' first five points and
blocked Spain's first shot, but
he was on the bench just 4 1/2
minutes into the first quarter
and stayed there for the rest of
the half after picking up two
fouls.
In a seesaw second quarter.
the Americans went ahead by
eight points, feeding off the
defensive energy of Dwyane
Wade, before Spain rallied with
an 11-0 run.
A 7-0 run by Spain tied the
game late in the third quarter,
but Camielo Anthony ended
the period with a 3 to put the
Americans up 74-67. Marbury's
last 3-pointer provided a sevenpoint cushion with 3:45 left, and
Gasol didn't score his first points
of the fourth quarter until 2:02
remained.
"I'm not exhausted, I'm hurt
because that was a big chance
for our team to make a statement," said Gasol. who played
all 40 minutes. "We deserved
better. We're out, and it hurts to
say that"
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Calander of Events
FRIDAY
7 p.m.
Union Theater
UAO Movie:
Starsky and Hutch
Union Theater
9:30 p.m.
UAO Movie:
Starsky and Hutch
Nate & Wallys
11p.m.
The Decals
Howard's Club H
11 p.m
Crazy Eddie

SATURDAY
Kreicher Field
1 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Band Jam
Howard's Club H
2 p.m.
Tuna Fest
Falcon's Nest
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Karaoke
Nate and Wallys
11 pm
Jah Messengers

SUNDAY
Union Theater
9:30 p.m.
UAO Movie:
Starsky and Hutch

Black Swamp Pub
9 p.m.
Katie Stanko
Nate & Wallys
OJ Kehoe

TUESDAY

By Julie Restivo
PUISE WRITER

Union Theater
9:30 p.m.
Kill Bill Vol. 2
Nate & Wally's
Karaoke Night

WEDNESDAY
Union Ballroom
8 p.m.
The Evasons
Nate & Wally's
11 p.m.
Scott Ballard
Howard's Club H
11 p.m.
RHSC
The Cinema
For the Kids

THURSDAY
Union Ballroom
9 p.m.
Battle of the Bands
Nate & Wallys
DJ Diamond D Lee

For years, students living in
Bowling Green have been complaining about the lack of entertainment
In response to these complaints, the University goes to
great lengths to give students
more than frisbee on Mac
Beach.
The University's orientation and first- year programs
have been planning the "B!g
Welcome" since spring. The

schedule
variety of events that should
prevent any student from complaining of boredom.
The fun started Saturday with
the Greek Affairs all-campus
welcome picnic. Since then the
week has provided movie nights
in the Union, gatherings in the
Student Recreation Center,
informative workshops giving
advice on campus relationships,
student diversity, academics and
many other events.
The variety of events makes the
University's orientation stand
out from other colleges, said
lanet Foldenauer, coordinator
of orientation for the past three

years at
the University.
According to Foldenauer,
orientations are traditional for
all campuses, but "ours is more
extensive because we have so
many areas sponsoring events."
The "B!g Welcome" is targeted
toward freshmen. The purpose
is for first-year students to meet
new people who share their
interests and make friends. It
is common for upperclassmen,
too. Many people lose touch
over the summer and use this
time to reconnect with their old
friends.
"The goal is to help connect
new services with resources
and to meet new students," said
Foldenaur.
Nearly every college on campus, including the College of

Arts and
Sciences
and
College of Musical Arts, has
sponsored events to promote
their studies and accumulate
potential students.
Student organizations have
also contributed to the two
weeks of welcome.
The Outdoor
Program
Adventure Club is providing free
climbing at the wall between 6-9
p.m. tonight.
Also, the
Center for
Multicultural and Academic initiatives is hosting a cookout at 5
p.m. Tuesday.
University academic offices
are providing open houses and
offering academic enhancement
opportunities.
Last Sunday, President Sidney
Ribeau formally welcomed
freshmen in the academic community during a convocation
and picnic.

This
year's highlight
a performance by Recycle
Percussion, a band that has
been touring campuses all over
the country. With a beat similar
to Stomp, these four guys are
known to be talented and very
entertaining.
Information on future b!g
events is available at the information desk in the Union. All big
welcome events are free.
Sophomore Tommy Yankle
met one of his best friends, Tony
Rea, two years ago during open
skate, which is provided by the
BGSU Ice Arena. "I have never
skated before but I went anyways so I could meet some new
people," said Yankle.
When Rea was asked to comment, he laughed and recalled
the multiple times Yankle slipped
on the ice.
"We were laughing so hard we
became instant friends."

'Water* provides low budget thrills
By Michael Siebenaler
PULSE WRITER

The film "Open Water" presents
an interesting view of basic
human conditions and survival.
In this setting, the sound of
another human being suffering
triggers emotions that you don't
usually encounter in a theater.
It's not a thriller. Not a drama.
It's a true story loosely based
on the disappearance of Tom
and Eileen Lonergan, who were
stranded near the Great Barrier
Reef in Australia in 1998.
As the story goes, a young mar-

ried couple, Daniel and Susan, produced by his wife, Laura Lau.
are left behind on their vaca- Both are avid divers who filmed
tion. Daniel Travis (Daniel) and "Open Water" with digital video
Blanchard Ryan (Susan), create in their spare time on weekends
a realistic couple you can iden- and holidays in the Bahamas.
tify with.
The varied camerawork and
They have the same issues as cinematography emit a very
other people and they don't have realistic feel, but occasional
any extraordinary traits or skills. water droplets on the camera
They deal with a stressful situ- ruin the illusion.
ation. To keep themselves occuThe foreshadowing of events
pied, they have a casual game of build fairly well and the climax
Seven Degrees of Kevin Bacon to breaks traditional film cliches.
Kentis establishes Daniel and
praying "Our Father" to verbally
attacking each other.
Susan's go-go lifestyle well in the
The film was written and beginning and continues to use
directed by Chris Kentis and that element and they gradu-

ally grow more desperate in their
attempt to survive.
The realism created by shooting with digital video becomes
the strength of the film.
No special effects were used
so you can really interact with
the situation. The stranded couple does not have extraordinary
or redeeming qualities because
filmmakers put the audience in
the water with them so they're
emotionally attached and
invested in the story.
"1 don't know what's worse seeing them or not seeing them,"
Susan shouts.

KEEP YOUR FINGERS ON THE PULSE OF CAMPUS AT WWW.BGNEVVSMM7PULSE

Some basic assurances like a
flare gun (waterproof of course
- if they exist) or a personal
GPS system instead of a sense
of direction or logic could've
solved this situation. If you're
invested in the story; you'll probably shape your own theories
and critique the couple's decision making throughout the 79
minute film.
This realistic film has good
closure, but leaves you longing
for some surprises and a few
more thrills. It's probably better to view this film without any
expectations.
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Smoothies, movies equals Smoovies
Zach Herman
SENIOR REPORTER

iii 1961, local business owners
BUI and Sue Wilkins introduced
something to Bowling Green, the
city never had: .i video-rental
outlet. Opening a newhomeentertainment option required
ingenuity and an ability to pinpoint blossoming trends.
Ilie move was risky, but the
gamble paid off; the pairs store1
Video Spectrum is a successful
business and a local institution.
Now. 23 years later, (be partners
an again using their talents to
invigorate downtown Bowling
Green.
Earlier ibis month, the entrepreneurs debuted Smoovies,
a specially drink shop with a
Hollywood theme, in a small
building adjacent ro Video
Spectrum. The store servos more
than 40 flavors oismoothies, each
cleverly named for a movie, and
also offers a "create-youi own
option. The drink menu also
includes Iced coffees and teas, as
well as "bubble tea," an ice and
tea drink with tapiooa on the hot
torn thai originated in Thailand.
Available snack items include

six flavors of gourmet pivtzcls,
chocolate-covered sunflower
seeds, corn nuts and other items.
Until extensive renovations
began last winter, the space
served as a storage facility. "This
area was basically unproductive.
BUI Wilkins says, To fill the spare,
Wilkins cycled through several
possibilities, including a hobby
shop.
They eventually gravitated
toward food-service options.
We were looking for something we could operate," he says.
"Something diat would compliment the video store."
The pail researched franchising options, which proved to
be B poor value relative to cost.
They decided to settle on serving
stiHx MhJes only after a suggestion
from their daughter Marisa, who
spotted a similar shop while on
vacation in Williainshurg, VA.
With idea in hand, the partners
embarked on a rapid development plan, essentially moving
from conception to completion
in six months. Remodeling began
in February with Bill Wilkins
performing much of the physical labor himself. Bill Wilkins is

reluctant to detail publicly the
financial parameters of the project, but terms the investment
"significant."
As work on the property progressed, the pair collaborated to
fashion a unique and comprehensive menu that also appeals
to health-conscious customers.
All fruit smoothies are fat-tree
with no added sugar or artificial
flavorings. They are made with
fresh or frozen fruit and 100 percent juice.
Most can be non-dairy and
sugar-free upon request. Atkins
adherents are also covered Smoovies serves four drinks with
seven net carbs or less. In addition, many of the snack items are
appropriate for vegan diets.
While the menu is key, ambience is also important to the
co-owners. From the project's
initial stages, Wilkins' knew they
wanted to create a business that
would supplement the cinephile
vibe of Video Spectrum.
In that vein, Sue devised
innie than .'too potential names
for various menu items, all riffs
on popular film titles. The best
of these - including Banalyze

'Kill Bill VoU'DVD debut
does not disappoint fans
By Sean Corp
PUISE EDITOR

Is it possible to know so much
about a film that it hinders you
from fully appreciating It? II
such a crime were possible "kill
Bill Vol 2" would be "exhibit A."
kill Hill "was originally planned
as one film, but eventualtj it
was cut into two pieces. Why
was it halved? It depends on
who you ask.
Some say it was cut for purely artistic reasons. Others say
the budget spun out ol control
and they split the movie in two
so that they could get twice the
ticket stubs and make a profit.
Still others think that Quentin
Tarantino's ego was too big to
fit his exercise in excess into
just one film. Whatever the politics of the decision may be, die
films are quite an achievement
of a master filmmaker exploring the style of his craft.
Unfortunately, if you look at
Kill Bill as two separate entities
they equal loss than their whole.
They are both very good films.
hut Vol. 2 definitely makes one
Photo Provided by Yahoo Movles.com
appreciate Vol. 1 much more.
MISSION
ASSASSIN:
Quentin
Taranlino
strikes again with
Vol. 1 focused solely on a blind
the release of the second volume of the "Kill Bill" saga. Uma
need for revenge highlighted
Thurman delivers a stellar performance as "The Bride.''
by a gloriously bloody fight
between the wronged heroine
(Uma Thurman) and the Crazy
While Tarantino was criti- grave and dirt being thrown
88 of Japan's Yakuza Iwe learn, cized for having a story that onto the coffin.
The problem is, should this
however, that there were not lacked depth and a script with
truly 88 of diem and that it was simplistic dialogue in Vol. 1 he really be two films? You can
just a name that they thought more than makes up for it in easily view both installments
and see segments that drag
sounded cool).
Vol. 2.
Vol. 2, however, focuses much
From the beginning, when and could have been excised in
less on violence and revenge the Bride and Bill have a very order to make one reasonably
and more on the emotional intimate talk outside of the sized film. /Mas, we may never
depth of the main characters, wedding chapel, Tarantino's know Tarantino's true intentions, unless a special DVD
mainly the Bride (Thurman) dialogue jumps off the page.
and the man she must kill, Hill
There is one terrifying scene release comes in the future. In
(David Carradine).
involving the Bride being bur- the end we get two very good
Carradine, in particular, is ied alive. Tarantino films the films that would have been
strong as the steely eyed Bill. entire sequence from inside even better if they were allowed
He plays a character that is so the darkness of the coffin. The to be one whole instead of two
comfortable in his malevo- audience sees nothing but halves.
lence that he is both supremely darkness and only bears the
creepy and extremely likable.
Bride being dragged to her

FRurnLicious

This. Cherry Potter, and the
Manchurian Cantaloupe now are featured menu items.
After roughly three weeks of
business, customer response
has been encouraging. "We're
pretty pleased" with the early
returns, Sue Wilkins says.
However, satisfaction does
not mean complacency for
this pair of innovators - as
independent owner-operators, they are continually
experimenting and making
adjustments as business dictates.
Sue Wilkins is already working on several hot drinks for
the autumn menu, as well as
a pumpkin smoothie. Even
the operating hours, currently
11 a.m.-11 p.m. every day, are
subject to revision.
While business is strong,
Prlscllli Thornton BgNnn
Wilkins' are motivated by
more than their ledger. They REFRESHMENTS: Smoovies is the newest installment to the downtown
feel strongly about support- Bowling Green area. Brought to you by the owners of Video Spectrum,
ing the community through Smoovies offers cold drinks and snacks.
economic development.
With that philosophy, it would
investment
"Sue and 1 used our own
personal resources to make this in IBowling Green] is better not be surprising to see Smoovies
investment in the community," than whatever it would be in the become a downtown staple, just
like its sister business.
Bill Wilkins says. "We feel an financial world."

"[On the Moonman] Lots ofbling-bling on it. The idea is to turn
this into a Miam-styled low-rider piece."
ROBERT CHAMBERS, MIAMI-BASED ARTIST

MTVs video awards gets
a hot Miami makeover
By Elisa Turner
KNIGHI RIDDED NEWSPAPERS

MIAMI- As a trophy to display on the mantle, the MTV
Moonman Video Music Award
is no buff and golden Oscar.
Posed jabbing the MTV flag
into lunar rock, this silvery astronaut looks only slightiy more
buff than, well, the Pillsbury
Doughboy mummified in crinkly aluminum foil.
But the Moonman's pudgy
profile is about to take a huge
hit. The super-sized version - 30
feet tall and 6,500 pounds, to be
exact- oftheMTVicon.unveiled
Saturday, signifies a major
makeover for the Moonman, in
honor of the VMA's first broadcast from Miami on Sunday at
the American Airlines Arena.
Leading a squad of 10 Miami
Dade College students in the
makeover mission was Miamibased artist Robert Chambers.
He was commissioned by the
music channel to work with
local college students to create a
unique sculpture-a sort of artistic hyper-trophy that has been
omnipresent at MTV sponsored
pre-Video Music Awanls events
this week Lending a hand and
creative expertise were several
other Miami Dade alums and
past students, including artists
Ralph Provisero and Michael
Loveland.
The Moonman is a commercial endeavor, yes, but still in the
general orbit of Chambers' penchant for art that's ingeniously
composed of flashing, mechanically-enhanced contraptions
steeped in industrial applications, science experiments and
entertainment bravura.
"His art really has that nontraditional 'wow' factor that

would be very eye-catching,
something that only he could
do, and that's how we approach
our channel," said'lbdApmann,
director of grassroots marketing for MTV and MTV2.
This is an artist who's made
sculptures from helicopter
parts, hair gel, and radiant III'
displays. He has shown his work
at South Florida museums, New
York galleries, and most recendy
in a solo show at the Laumeier
Sculpture Park in St. Louis.
Chambers' art is a hit with kids
and adults alike, said I .inmeiei
director Clen Gentele.
"Chambers' work is noisy, it
moves, it's very cool, funky, and
intellectually stimulating," said
Gentele.
While the recent attention
showered on the visual arts in
South Florida following the success of Art Basel Miami Beach
wasn't a direct factor in MTV's
decision to solicit proposals
from several artists here for this
project, Apmann said, art was
a significant draw. "We were
really passionate about involving local artists," he explained.
"I know Miami has a thriving
local art scene, and we wanted to take advantage of that,
being in a new city for the first
time, just to get the excitement
out there."
The product of many allnighters in a makeshift studio
at the Miami Dade College
Wolfson campus, MTV's newlyminted, super-sized Moonman
is sheathed in a gliitering column of iridescent silver fiberglass and diamond-patterned
vinyl, pan lunar lightning rod
and part hip-hop blasting hot
rod. The sculpture's stocky aluminum frame is plumped up

with a vinyl-wrapped Sryrofoam
helmet, chest and legs, and dozens of special effects.
As work progressed on
Moonman, Chambers promised "lots of chrome and blinghling on it. The idea is to turn
this into a Miami-styled lowrider piece." Chambers consulted on the project with Mr.
Neon, the manufacturer that
outfitted low-riders in neon
for both "Fast and Furious"
movies and did neon sets for
"Miami Vice."
The entire work is all pumped
up with swaggering adornments courtesy of Miami's car
culture: winking Escalade tail
lights, racing stripes in pulsing
purple and green neon, a megawatt speaker system, heaving
hydraulic body parts, and other
flashy ai coutcrments that normally deck out bass-pounding
fleets of low-rider cars cruising
late nights along Calle Ocho and
in Coconut Grove and Hialeah.
That's not all. A hyper-party
trophy if ever there was one.
Moonman can spew a minor
meteor showerof custom-made
confetti. While limbering up its
hydraulic-powered biceps and
pectorals, it is programmed to
unleash hundreds of tiny silver
Mylar Moonman Mini Me's as
it rolls about the city this week
during pre-VMA festivities.
To accomplish all this, the
Miami Dade College students
spent long hours in a sometimes
stifling workplace that was buffeted by gusting wind and rain
one early morning around I
am. just as Hurricane Charley
barreled towards Florida Blocks
of Styrofoam tumbled in the air.
"It looked like a scene out of
'Fantasia,'" Chambers said.
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Many Pro-Kerry
celebrities attempt to
sway potential voters
By Graham Flanagan
THE CRIMSON WHITE (U.
AIABAUAI

(U-W1RE) TUSCALOOSA,
Ala. - Going into next
week's Republican National
Convention, the GOP appears
to have more than its fair share
of problems, such as the call
for the resignation of Secretary
of Defense Donald Rumsfield.
Vice President Dick Cheney's
public disagreement with his
boss on the gay marriage issue
and the controversy surrounding the anti-Kerry Swift Boat
ads.
The Bush team hopes to start
the convention with a high-profile bang, as California governor and "Kindergarten Cop"
star Arnold Schwarzenegger
ll scheduled to speak opening
night. The Republicans have
also booked such country acts
as Brooks and Dunn and Lee
Ann Womack, as well as rock act
Dexter Freebish, to entertain
the delegates and other rightwingers at the convention.
At this point, the roster of
pro-Bush celebrities looks
something like this: A few
country acts, an obscure rock
group, the guy from "Raw Deal"
and CNBC talk show dynamo
Dennis Miller.
When compared to the list of
big names who have pledged
their allegiance to the left,
the Bush camp seems to lag
behind, despite the presence of
the foundation of die 1980s fantasy epic "Red Sonja."
"Liberals are more like!)' to
go into the arts than conservatives." political science professor Carol Cassel said. "ITheir
political affiliations' are due not
lo I heir economic backgrounds,
but to their social and cultural
values."
Beginning in October, around
20 musical superstars will
appear in the Vote For Change

B

G

tour, an event spanning 30 cities
in such "swing" states as Florida,
Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota.
Missouri, North Carolina, Ohio
and Pennsylvania fudging by
the list of scheduled performers, the GOP might want to
put some extra mustard on
its upcoming musical lineup.
Vote For Change will feature
Bruce Springsteen and the E
Street Band, Dave Matthews
Band, Pearl lam, The Dixie
Chicks, Bonnie Raitt, Jackson
Browne, R.E.M., lohn Fogerty,
lames Taylor, lohn Mellencamp,
My Morning Jacket, Jurassic
5, Babyface, Ben Harper and
Bright Eyes, among others.
Last summer also saw a 11 is
Angeles-based pro-Kerry concert featuring Barbra Streisand,
Willie Nelson and comedian
Billy Crystal. And in New York
City, a fundraising event held
at Radio City Music Hall saw
appearances by Ion Bon Jovi,
Mary J. Blige, Wyclef Jean, Meryl
Streep, Whoopi Goldberg, Paul
Newman, Jessica Lange and
Chevy Chase.
Though most recent polls
show Bush in the lead by a
narrow margin, the Kerry
team might see an increase in
support from younger voters
thanks to the endorsement of
so many celebrities. Actor Jack
Black even donned a pro-Kern1
T-shirt at this summer's MTV
movie awards.
"I don't think Itlie celebrity
endorsements! are going to
change the minds of the rightsided voters," freshman history
major lames Vanbolt said. "But
it might get some of the 18 to
21-year-olds |to vote|."
So while artists and celebrities may raise money for campaigns or spark the interest of
some younger voters, the election will most likely come down
to the issues Uiemselves.
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Tuna Fest
Howard's Club H will be
hosting Tuna Fest, a day long
concert featuring 10 bands
and plenty of food. It kicks off
at 2 p.m. and goes until 2 a.m.
Admission will be $7, which
will include a plate of food and
admission to see the bands.
The following bands are
scheduled to play the event:
('harlie lima. Sarah Donnely,
lit Revancha, Crazy Eddie,
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Hawk and Friends, Know
One You Heard, Nate Baker
Band, The Rockwells, Rod's
Collission.

Wanna be a DJ?
WBGU 88.1 FM will be holding a meeting on Tuesday at
9:15 p.m. in 121 West hall for
anyone interested in becoming a radio DJ.
All students and community members are welcome to
attend.
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Unearth lacks one crucial element to setting itself apart from any
other heavy metal band out there:
inspiration.
The lyrics of their debut album
"The Oncoming Storm" are about
as cliclicil as they come: typical
poetic statements about a bleak,
hateful world that the singer copes
with song after song. lines like, "As
we stumble on we forget / Steel toed
this path of corruption / Conceal
and steer our minds away" sound
like they were taken from some big
hook of generic material for metal
bands.
There does not seem to be a focus
for their frustrations. They are angry
with the entire world for various
stereotypical reasons such as war,
fear and lies. This lack of focus is not
the way a band makes its own mark
on the music scene.
One bright spot on the album is
the guitar melody. They are catchy
and fairly original. However, while
the guitar riffs in each song sound
initially promising, it usually falls
into repetitive, boring redundancies pretty quick.
The melodies also sound misplaced in a few songs, popping up
at times that feel awkward or anticliniacuc.
Despitedieirunpredictableguitar
quality, Unearth has very consistent
percussion writing. So consistent,
in fact, that it gets boring as the CD
goes on.
Hardcore metal is supposed to
have fast, driving beats, which "The
Oncoming Storm" has, but nothing
more interesting than constant sixteenth beats or rhythmic hits on the
cymbals. While it is not a crime to
be so consistent, a little originality
on the drum set would be appreciated.
The album mostly does what it
sets out to do, with 11 tracks providing over 40 minutes of angry,
screaming metal. For those in a bad
mood, Unearth offers an album
suitable for releasing your frustralions.
But for those looking for a fresh
sound from a hardcore band, this
CD does not deliver.

"We're an electric c--k
rock band!" exclaims former Glassjaw lead singer
Daryi Palumbo in attempts
to describe I lead Automatica
and its new debut album,
"Decadence."
In less harsh tenns, Head
Automatica gives and takes a
little punk, rock, metal, dub,
and dance to create a wonderfully splendid piece of music
which has Palumbo singing a
whole different tune, literally.
Palumbo
collaborates
with Dan "The Automator"
Nakamaura, famous fordoing
work with the Gorilla/, Primal
Scream, Cornershop, and
the Eels to make an album
that combines catchy lyrics
with deep, sensual beats. The
album is entertaining and
far from the emo-punkness
that Palumbo was creating in
Glassjaw.
Songs like, "Beating Heart
Baby" and "Please, Please.
Please," are the perfect mix
of dance beats and velveteen
vocals. Also, he uses abrupt
tempo changes to keep the
listener mesmerized and
wanting more.
I \ i'ii snugs like. "I shot
William II. Macy." (which
supposedly has little to do
with the actor) plays a role
of importance in this eclectic mix of tracks. The songs
definitely leave one intrigued
from the beginning to the
end, simply because one
cannot put the album into a
specific genre.
Give this album a try.
Head Automatica proclaims
themselves to be a better live
band than studio band, so go
throw on your best Edward
Scissorhand's costume and
see Head Automatica on the
('tire's Curiosa Tour this summer. Just as a little warning;
you might be inclined to bust
a move
('helsea Howard

A

Who's next in line to come
out of four-time Grammy Award
winner David Foster's camp for
musical prodigies under 25?
Why, no other than William
Joseph.
Twenty-one-year-old Phoenix
native, William Joseph, is a
self-proclaimed piano virtuoso
whose agent set up a surprise
meeting with foster, who has
kick started the careers of the
operatic, Josh Groban and modem day Crooner, Michael Buble.
However, what sets Joseph
apart from his producer's other
puppets is the fact dial Joseph's
craft is piano and has concocted an album that goes against
mainstream by having 90% of
the album to be solely instrumental.
There are four songs on the
album that Joseph wrote on his
own. Even dtough the mixing
was done horribly and the beautiful piano melodies were often
drowned out by guest violins
and voices. But as one says, what
goes up, must come pummeling
towards the earth at such a rapid
speed dial no one knows what
exacdy is going on.
Joseph took a Led Zeppelin
classic, "Kashmir," and turned it
into something that one would
expect to hear while suffering a long ride in an elevator,
In attempts to show his versatility, he also covered indieband Muse's "Butterflies and
Hurricanes," and attempts to
keep the attention of the listener
by toying with the dynamics of
the song and sadly does not succeed. He even goes as far as having a French guest vocalist sing
the Kansas Classic. "Dust in the
Wind."
Joseph has joined the second
leg of Groban's tour and is getting rave reviews as an "excellent, high-powered performer."
Bottom Line: Go ahead and
get the album for the four original songs. They make up for
the fact that it is just not fun to
scream, "You're my boy, Blue," in
a French accent.

With conviction, an angry
female voice in the first song,
"Leave it inside" begins her
album of spite.
Tobi Lightman's vindictive attitude towards a particular man
is the theme of the album. She
holds a grudge against love and
the consequences, aldiough she
continues her struggle with the
love she wants to rid her life of.
Lightman's resonance familiarizes her audience to Fiona
Apple.
If anyone has listened to
Daniel Beddingfield, his emotions and song-writing became
clear about a girl he had lost.
Since she seems to share the
same emotions about a breakup, Beddingfield has something
in common with her. Maybe,
they should hook up.
Lightman relies on her
instincts. I ler guitar is her companion. She plays her guitar
delicately. But when her strong
emotions shine through, she vigorously strums her guitar. The
high A' she hits when her voice
explodes is breathtaking.
I ler words are emotionally riveting. In the song, "Everyday,"
she says, "Everyday is a smiggle
between what 1 wanna say/ And
what I should keep to myself/
And the words that manage to
leave my lips/ Don't hurt me, but
they hurt everyone else."
Her stories are captivating,
lightman could lie categorbx'd
as a folk singer. The personal
accomplishments and tragedies
she illuminates.
ln"Front Row," Lightman belts,
"While I'm pleasing the masses/
Well, I know all about you / You 're
die guy in the front row/ Are you
trving to distract me/ While you
try to attract me." The song refers
to a guy in the front row at one of
her concerts.
Lightman has a unique expression of herself and her music.
She spills out all of her angriness.
Lightman is the exact copy of
a powerful woman. So listen in
to Toby Lightman. because she
rocks! She rocks hard-core!

- Don Myers
- Chelsea Howard

217 S. College: Two/Three bdrm. house with
off-street parking. Newly remodeled.
$550.00 + utilities.
638 S. Main St. #NO: Large, Two bdrm. duplex.
Washer/dryer hookup. Oft-street parking. Front
and back porches. $550.00 + utilities.
824 Sixth St. #7: Two bdrm. apt. with off-street
parking. $485.00 + utilities.
920 E. Wooster # Lower: One bdrm. lower apt.
Newly remodeled, decorative fireplace, laundry
facility on-site, off-street parking. Non-smoking
living environment. ALL FREE UTILITIES!
$595.00 pet month.
332 S. Main St. Bowling vireen, OH
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- Rachel Bohik

Members Ne e<f f
e(
Sta«
For The Obsidian
A Multicultural Publication
All Students are welcome!
Join us Tuesday September $1st, 2004 in
Room 121 of West Hall at 9pm to find out if you can
make a difference on campusl

www.ntwlovrenttlt.com
newlovttnlo@n9wloveien1alt.com

LOOKING FOR A NEW PLACE TO LIVE???

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE
&

P
[
^

Variety of staff positions available included
writing, photography, editing and layout.
Come out and get hands-on experience with a multicultural
publication designed to inform and entertain students here on
BG's campus.

UNIVERSITY
COURTS
Mercer at Clough
Short block S. of Wooster

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

ALL LOCATIONS

Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm
apts. 9 and 12 month leases.
Furnished Available.

• "'Tenant Friendly" Management
• 24 hr. emergency maintenance
• Time-Warner cable service included in rentals
• Central air & heat
• Convenient laundry facilities
• Convenient to Campus Shuttle Stop
• Short walk to Library, Student Rec
Center and all campus facilities.

UNIVERSITY COURTS
I&2 bedrooms for mature stucleniv
Quiet and cozy environment.
Furnished Available.
ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF WOOSTE
■WALK ON OVER"

*

Contact editor Allia Miller at alliam@bgnet.bgsu.edu
for more information on questions

(419) 352-0164
www. universilyapartments. us
1

1
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Tests focus on drinking water in island illness
By John Seewer
IHl ASSOCIATED PlliSS

Investigators trying to track down
the source of an outbreak of gastrointestinal Illnesses on a lake
Brie resort island are focusing cm
drinking water.
Ohio Environmental Protection
Agency officials uidered Inspections yestcrda\ on private wells
in determine whether the] are
connected to and contaminating
the village of Pui-in-Hay's drinking
water system.
The concern is that leaking septic tanks could be contaminating
well water and then flowing back
into the dean drinking water.
iliere's no evidence yet that is
happening, said Heidi Griesmer,
an i i'.\ spokeswoman, who called
the order a precautionary measure.
"We know what's coming out of
the plant is meeting water quality standards," she said. "We don't
know il there's contamination
being Introduced somewhere in
the distribution system."
[he Ohio Departmental Health
said yesterday that investigators
have talked with 1.020 people who
s,u (iu \ ii II ill after visiting South
Bass Island and the surrounding area, which is about halfway
between Ibledoand t levebnd.
/Ml but a few visited the island.
Some say they were sickened after
visiting within the last week. About
40 people Spent time in a hospital,
the health department said.
The department has tested a
handful of samples from those who
sa\ they Suffered from chills, lever.
diarrhea and vomiting Eighteen
people tested positive for one of
two types of bacterial Infections or
one type of viral infection.
Those test results led investigators to begin focusing on whether
there could be any cross-contami-

nation between private wells and
wastewater systems.
"Thai would give us an indication dial this cross-contamination
issue is what's going on here," said
lay Carey, an Ohio Department
of Health spokesman. "We don't
know that for sure."
Teams of investigators have
been testing water samples from
both homes and businesses on
the island.
The EPA ordered four businesses yesterday to stop using its water
after tests found that wells at those
businesses contained E Coli or
bacteria, Griesmer said.
Well water at one of the businesses — an island winery — earlier tested positive for E. coli. A
second test last week found no
bacteria.
No one, though, has tested positive for r. coli.
In addition to inspections of
auxiliary wells, which island residents often irse for watering lawns
or washing cars, the EPA asked for
increased monitoring of private
water supplies.
The health department recommended island residents use bottled water or boil their well water.
Neariy all the businesses on the
island get their water from the village's water system.
Putin-Bay
Mayor Mack
McCann has said the village's water
system has been tested regularly
with no negative results.
Businesses on the island, a popular summer getaway filled with
bars, restaurants and channing
inns, has taken a hit in the last two
weeks.
Most people said they became
sick witbin two or three days of
v biting the island. Symptoms have
generally lasted about 24 hours.

ITS fixes campus
computer bugs
ITS, FROM PAGE 1

our network was intense," he
said. "It was in a position to sat
urate the communication lines.
We found some of the hardest
attacking systems and disabled
the blocks of the BGSU network
to try to contain the attack."
Technology officials know
that there are more computers on campus capable of
similar attacks because they've
seen new codes being added

to the compromised systems,
Strickland said.
But finding these computers
can be tricky and will take time,
Strickland said.
"There are more compromised systems out there and
we're attempting to shut them
down," he said. "When they're
quite though, it's like a needle
in a hay stack."
Call the Technology Support
(Miller with questions at: 3720999.

OaniflMitlM HP Photo

ILLNESS: Art Trader and his son, Aaron, try to protect themselves from the rain during a visit to Put-ln-Bay, Ohio. The poor weather coupled
with a mysterious illness that has sickened hundreds ot tourists and islanders in the past few weeks has negatively affected tourist traffic.
Hearth and environmental officials are trying to determine whether a well or septic system might be contaminating drinking water on the Lake
Erie resort island where hundreds of visitors have reported suffering from gastrointestinal illness.

Man at center of James E. McGreevey affair is
seeking apology, not money lawyer says
By Tom Boll
THE ASSOCIATED "RESS

TRENTON, NJ. (AP) —The for
mer aide who claims he was sexually harassed by Gov, lames E.
McGreevey said he will consider
dropping his plans to sue if the
governor simply apologizes, the
man's attorney said Thursday.
Golan Cipel, McGreevey's former homeland security adviser,
is still considering legal action
against the governor but might
settle for the apology, attorney
Allen Lowy said.
"If the governor were to stand
up and very clearly own up and
apologize for what he did to

Golan this whole thing would go
away very quickly," Lowy said.
"It's not about money. It's never
been about money."
"An apology would go a lung
way to making Golan feel better,"
Lowy said.
McGreevcyaiinonnced his resignation two weeks ago and said
he was stepping down because
he had an extramarital affair with
a man. Two McGreevey administration sources said the man was
Gipel.
The former adviser responded
by saying he is nor gay and denying any consensual relationship
with McGreevey. Gipel claims

he was sexually harassed by the
governor from the time he went
to work for him in 21X11.
McGreevey spokesman Micah
Rasmussen said the governor
would not apologize because no
sexual harassment took plan
When McGreevey's attorneys
were notified by lowy in luly that
Cipel intended to file a sexual
harassment lawsuit, it started a
chain of events that resulted in
die governor saying he would
leave office Nov. 15.
The U.S. Attorneys Office is
investigating allegations by
McGreevey's lawyer that Cipel
tried to extort money from the
governor.

"If the governor
were to stand up
and very clearly
own up and
apologize for
what he did to
Golan this whole
thing would go
away very
quickly"
ALLEN LOWY,
ATTORNEY

GREENBRIAR, INC.
419-352-0717
GREAT SELECTION OF:

1,2,3,and 4 Bedroom
Apartments & Houses
Available for Fall 2004
gjEEiSiiJ*

This job might be part-time,
but it's putting me through school full-time.

GRADUATE STUDENT APARTMENTS
(1 bedroom * efficienceil

COME SEE A UPS RECRUITER ON-CAMPUS:
Mon, 8/30 from 11am-4pm • Career Services
Wed, 9/1 from 2pm-5pm • Student Union
Thurs, 9/2 from 12pm-5pm • Caieer Services
Tues, 9/7 from 10:30am-2:30pm • Career Services
Wed, 9/8 from 1 lam-4pm • Career Services

4-15 I.. Wooster Bottling tireen, oil 43-102

w « w.g ree n l> r iarren tals.co m

PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS
•
•
■
•
•
•

S8.50-S9.50/hr, with increases of 50C after 90 days 6 50C at one year
Paid Vacations
Weekends 6 Holidays Off
Excellent Benefits (Medical/Dental/vision/Ufe 6 401K)
Weekly Paycheck
On-site classes

AVAILABLE SHIFTS:
Day • 11:30am-3:30pm
Midnight • 10:45pm-2:45am
Preload • 4am-8am

The UPS

Trinity United
Methodist Church

EARNMO

LEARN
Program

Oniony Uv the- p,-.

4? September 5, 2004

CW

Bowling Green City Park

Shift times are approximate.

•Clown and Bingo

CALL UPS TODAY!
419-891-6820

Worship at 10:00 a.m. @ Needles Hall

For additional information, please contact: Steve Eich (det1sje@ups.com)
or Jami Rosier Oamilee@bgnet.bgsu.edu)
1550 Holland Road • Maumee, OH 43537

www.upsjobs.com
Equal Opportunity Employer

"Program guidelines apply.

Purchase tickets at Church office
419-353-9031
Must be purchased by Aug. 29,n
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Gates, others lead
California effort for
stem cell research
ByPaulEbs
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SAN FRANCISCO — Silicon
Valley tycoons, Nobel laureates
and Hollywood celebrities are
backinga measureon California's
Nov. 2 ballot to devote $3 billion
to human embryonic stem cell
experiments in what would be
the biggest-ever state-supported scientific research program
in the country.
The measure — designed to
get around the Bush administration's restrictions on the funding
of such research — would put
California at the very forefront
of the field. It would dwarf all
current stem cell projects in the
United States, whether privately
or publicly financed.
Proposition 71 promises to
be one of the most contentious
election issues in California,
pitting scientists, sympathetic patients who could benefit
from stein cells and biotechnology interests against the Roman
Catholic Church and conservatives opposed to the research
because it involves destroying
days-old embryos and cloning.
What's more, cell research has
emerged as a major campaign
issue between President Bush
and John Kerry, who promises
if elected to reverse Bush's 2001
policy restricting federal funding of such experiments to only
those cell lines already in existence.
The measure would authorize the state to sell $3 billion
in bonds and then dispense
nearly $300 million a year for 10
years to researchers for human
embryonic stem cell experiments, including cloning projects intended solely for research
purposes. It bans the funding of
cloning to create babies.
The amount of money
involved far exceeds the $25
million the federal government
doled out last year for such
research and surpassed even

Kerry's promise to expand funding to $100 million annually.
Many scientists believe stem
cells hold vast promise for treating an array of diseases from
diabetes to Parkinson's. Stem
cells can potentially grow into
any type of human tissue and
scientists hope to be able to
direct the blank cells to grow
into specific cell types needed
for transplant.
Stem cells are harvested from
embryos, which are destroyed
in the process. They were first
discovered in 1997 and even
the research's most enthusiastic
supporters acknowledge that
medicines created with stem
cells arc still many years away.
Some 22 Nobel laureates and
many other scientists support
Proposition 71 as a way to get
around the Bush administration
restrictions. They complain that
the political climate has brought
the field to a virtual standstill in
the United States.
Many expect Proposition 71
to instantly breathe new life
into the field while also boosting California's biotechnology
industry.
"Stem cell-based therapies
have the potential to alleviate suffering for millions of
Americans," said Leonard Zon,
president of the International
Society for Stem Cell Research.
"If this proposition is accepted,
it will place California at the
forefront of stem cell research
and therapies."
The vote could be close: An
independent poll released Aug.
15 found that 45 percent of 534
likely voters questioned were in
favor of the measure, 42 percent
were opposed and 13 percent
undecided.
The pro-Proposition 71 side
has raised far more money than
the anti camp: more than $10
million versus just $15,000,
according to campaign finance
records filed this week.

Among those bankrolling the
measure is Bill Gates, who contributed $400,000 on Monday.
Silicon Valley tycoons such as
Google investor lohn Doerr and
eBay founder Pierre Omidyar
have donated millions.
Real estate developer Robert
Klein II has donated $2 million.
Klein's son suffers from juvenile
diabetes.
Several
prominent
Republicans have also endorsed
the research, most notably former first lady Nancy Reagan.
Also, millionaire developer
Thomas Coleman, a regular contributor to GOP candidates, hits
donated $378,000. Coleman's
daughter has diabetes.
The measure has also been
endorsed by actors Michael I.
Fox, who has Parkinson's, and
Christopher Reeve, who was
paralyzed in a riding accident.
Opponents of Proposition
71 concede they will be fortunate if they raise $1 million
by November. They said they
will have to wage a small-scale
campaign even as the proProposition 71 side prepares to
open a TV advertising blitz.
"This is something that was
put on the ballot by venture capitalists and people who stand to
benefit," said opposition campaign manager Wayne lohnson.
"The more voters find out about
this measure, the more they'll
turn against it."
State budget hawks, including
the California Republican Party,
oppose the measure because it
would sink the state deeper into
debt.
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger
has not taken a position on
Proposition 71, and many
predict he will not do so.
Schwarzenegger has said he
supports human embryonic
stem cell research, but he has
also vowed to stop California's
slide into debt.

CAN I GET

mm

NUMBER?
Tne oest way lof
tour friends and profes
to get a hold of you
is to be listed in the
BGSU Telephone Directory.
Use the Off-Campus Local Address
Change Form below to provide
your off-campus residence address
and local or cell telephone number for
the BGSU Telephone Directory.
Both your local off-campus address and permanent address
will be printed in the BGSU Telephone Directory
unless the Office of Registration & Records receives
a completed Request to Withhold Directory
Information form by September 1, 2004. To assure
proper inclusion in the BGSU Telephone Directory,
please submit completed forms by:

Wednesday. September 1. 2004 at 5:00 PM
Please mail or deliver the completed
Off-Campus Local Address Change Form
to the Office of Registration and Records,
110 Administration Building or
drop off the form at one of the sites listed below:

Drop Locations:
Union Information Desk
Library, Circulation Desk
Administration Building, 1st Floor Hall
Office of Registration and Records

Sept. 11 Al-Qaida attack
doubles normal $50,000
By Edrtfi M Ledcror
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

UNIT ED NATIONS (AP) — All
major al-Qaida-linked attacks
except Sept. 11 cost less than
$50,000 each to cany out,
according to a new U.N. report
circulated Thursday that indicated just how little money the
tenor network needs to mount
operations.
The report — the first by a
new team monitoring the
implementation of U.N. sanctions against al-Qaida and the
Taliban — said only the sophisticated attacks on the World
Trade Center and the Pentagon
using hijacked aircraft "required
significant funding of over six
figures."
"Other al-Qaida terrorist operations have been far less expensive," said the report, directed to
the U.N. Security Council.
For example, the report said
the March attacks in the Spanish
capital, Madrid, in which nearly
10 simultaneous bombs exploded on four commuter trains,
cost $10,000 to carry out. Tlie
blasts killed 191 people, Spain's
woret terror attack.
The November 2003 attacks
in Istanbul, Turkey — four suicide truck bombings that killed
62 people — cost less than
$40,000, the report found. And
the twin truck bombings of the
U.S. embassies in Kenya and
Tanzania in August 1998 are
estimated to have cost less than
a total $50,000. Those attacks
killed 231 people, including 12
Americans.
The report said al-Qaida
has changed over the last five
years from an organization
run by Osama bin Laden to a
global network of groups that
don't wait for orders but launch
attacks against targets of their
own choosing, using minimal
resources and exploiting worldwide publicity "to create an
international sense of crisis."
There is no prospect of an
early end to attacks from AlQaida associated terrorists," the
monitoring team said. "They

will continue to attack targets in
both Muslim and non-Muslim
states, choosing them according
to the resources they have available and the opportunities that
occur. While they will look for
ways to attack high profile targets, soft targets will be equally
vulnerable."
U.N. sanctions require all
U.N. member states to impose
a travel ban and arms embargo
against a list of those linked to
the Taliban or al-Qaida, currently 317 individuals and 112
groups, and to freeze any assets.
Sanctions were first imposed on
bin Laden's network in 1999.
The report said punitive measures to stop terror financing
have had some effect and led
to "millions of dollars of assets"
being frozen.
"As a result of national and
international action, al-Qaida's
funding has decreased significantly. But so, too, has its need
for money," the team said.
The number of people in
training camps controlled by
al-Qaida "is now far less, and
al-Qaida no longer pays the $10
million to $20 million annually
that it gave to its Taliban hosts"
in Afghanistan before a U.S. led
force routed the government in
late 2001, it said.
While some money for the
al-Qaida attacks since 1998 may
have come from "the center," the
report said "much of it will have
been collected locally, whether
through crime or diverted from
charitable donations."
But the monitoring team
said al-Qaida v/ill still need to
raise and move money, and
not enough was being done to
identify those involved and to
crack down on terror-related
transactions — especially those
through informal channels.
The report said not a single
country reported stopping an
arms shipment or banning
entry to any of the Taliban and
al-Qaida members on the U.N.
list
It called for increased efforts
to stop al-Qaida from obtaining

large weapons systems and to
restrict its ability to build nonconventional bombs designed
to cause mass casualties.
"There is evidence that alQaida remains interested in
acquiring the means to construct bombs that would disperse chemical, biological or
radiological pollutant, and the
threat to use such a device was
repeated, albeit obliquely, in a
communique from the Abu Uafs
Brigade, an al-Qaida offshoot,
on July 1,2004," the report said.
"Al-Qaida related groups have
tried at least twice to buy the
basii- ingredients for a dirty
bomb and a good deal of the
necessary technical knowledge
is available on the Internet," it
said. "There is real need therefore to try to design effective
measures against this threat.''
Overall, the monitoring team
said, U.N. sanctions have had
"a limited impact," primarily because the Security Council
has reacted to events "while alQaida has shown great flexibility and adaptability in staying
ahead of them."
It cited al-Qaida's transformation from an office supporting
Afghan fighters to its role initiating and sponsoring terrorism from an established base
"to its current manifestation
as a loose network of affiliated
underground groups with certain goals in common."
"Al-Qaida wishes to promote
the idea that Islam and the West
are now at war, and that alQaida and its supporters are the
true defenders of the faith," the
monitoring group said. "This
message ... appeals to a widespread sense of resentment and
helplessness in the face of the
West's political and economic
hegemony that many believe is
intrinsically and determinedly
inimical to their interests."
"Al-Qaida's ability to Strike
the enemy and survive, despite
the disparity in resources, taps
into an ill articulated desire for
revenge and gains both recmits
and donations," it said.

OFF-CAMPUS LOCAL ADDRESS CHANGE FORM
Use this form only if Off-Campus Local Address Change or
Correction is required. Contact the Office of Residence Life
to change residence hall or Greek unit address.
Name

Student ID POO

Street Address
City

State

Zip

Local or Cell Phone #
Signature

Date
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Bratheus
Friday Happy Hour 4-9 pm.
Open Sun. at 7 pm

Babysitter needed Tues. and Thurs.
in Perrysburg. Call 419-874-0364
with references.

1996 Dodge Intrepid. $3800 Great
condition! For more info, contact
Kevin Harrison 419-494-5273.

old girl, MonVWed. 2 pm.-6:15 pm ,
Fri. 2-5 pm S8/hr., 20 mm. by car
from BG to our home. Please email
experience and references to
vekstrandOmindspring com.

Jeep 95 Cherokee. Country pkg.
130,000 highway miles. Remote
stan. alarm, 6 disc cd. $4000 OBO
Call 419-874-3974.

Babysitting in BG 3:15-6 pm M-F &

Twin size roll away bed
$50.
Calf419-874-6915.

needed1 Call Nina al 419-353-4465.

Spring Break 2005 with STS. America's *1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring campus reps. Call tor group discounts Into/Reservations 1-800-648
4849

Conditions exist. All ages 18+
Call 419-861-6134 or apply at

Services Offered

Worktorstudenis.com

Get Slim tor School! Lose Weight
Feel Great With Dr. Recommended,
Nalural Products 1-877-537-9704.
www.herbal-nutrilion.net/Iohealth
and wealth

Child Care Center in Perrysburg
now hiring part-time days, evenings
& for relerral service. Apply in person or send resume to Kidz Watch
508 Craig Dr. Perrysburg OH
43551.
Gel Paid For Your Opinionsl
Earn $15 • S125 & more per survey!
www.moneyforsurveys.com

Personals

Gymnastics coach needed

Get your cigars
al Fidel's Cigar Store
Behind Dairy Marl

Perrysburg Gymnastics
Call 419-874-9383

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
CO-REC 3-PITCH SOFTBALL
TOURNAMENT-SEPT I
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S & WOMEN'S DOUBLES
GOLF AND TENNIS SEPT. 2
INTRAMURAL
OFFICIALS AND
STOREKEEPERS NEEDED FOR
SOFTBALL. APPLY 130 PERRY
FIELD HOUSE AND PICK UP AND
COMPLETE TAKE HOME TEST BY
NOON ON AUG. 31. MUST ATTEND CLINIC ON AUG. 31 &
SEPT. 1
INTRAMURALS ENTRIES DUE:
CO-REC 4PLAYER VOLLEYBALLAUG. 31
Learn a skill lor lite. Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandersonstablet.com
Semester Unlimited Tanning $65
One block Irom campus
Booths & Beds
Campus Tanning. 352-7889

Wanted
Female subleaser needed. Will have
own bedroom w' high speed internel
& cable. WD in house. Close to
campus. Avail, immed. S295 plus
Ulil. Call 419-575-1494.

Lawn mowing positions available for
Knickerbocker Lawns.
Part and full time. Call 352-5822
Looking for in-home babysitter
2 - 5:30. Mon • Fri.

352-3642
Loving, dependable nanny needed
to care tor our 5 yr. old. In our BG
home. Mon.-Fri. 11-4 Own
transportation needed, references a
must. 419-823-7017.
Need babysitter for 11 yr. old from 3
to 7 pm. Mon. thru Fri. in our home.
Supervise homework, must have
car, will pay S8/hr. Call 419-3528901 (home) 419-372-2536 (office)
or 419-308-1402 (cell) ask for Jeff or

15-40 hours biweekly. Salary $8.50
- $13 18 per hour based upon experi
ence. High school diploma/GED required. Application packet may be
obtained from Wood County Board
of MR/DD. 11160 East Gypsy Lane
Rd., Bowling Green. Ent. B. Monday-Friday, 8:00am - 4:30 pm.
E.O.E.
Pre-school looking tor energetic,
friendly, lun teacher. Hours and
days vary Call 419-832-5437.

Help Wanted

Transportalion needed from Fox
iBARTENDING! S300/day potential.
No exp. necessary. Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
Babysitter needed lor 5 mo. S 8 yr.
old, in my home. 7:30 pm - 8:30 am,
3-4 nightsAvk.. some weekends.
reg 419-354-6789. leave name &
ph.no.
Babysitter wanted 8 hrs. per week.
2 inlams, S7/per hr.

419-354-1305

Run Rd in Findlay to and from BG.
Mon., Wed.. Thurs.. and Fri.'s. Mon.
8-6pm, Wed. and Fri.'s 8-3pm and
Thurs. 3-6pm. $15 daily. Contact
Michelle 419-420-9065 or email at
mlp.abba@earthlink.nel
Wait stall, kitchen help, busers,
host/hostesses. Full or part-time,
flexible hrs., excellent pay. Apply
within. Gourmet ol China. 126
Chesterfield In., Maumee. Across
from Meijer 419-893-9465
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1
5
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2 bdrm. turn. apl. NO smoking, NO
pets! Close lo campus. Inclu. util.

Call 353-5074.
2 bdrm. w/ golf course view. Private
enlrance/palio/balcony Washer/dryer available. Fireplace/carport/extra
storage. Perrysburg, 15 mln. Irom
BG & Toledo. Call lor specials 419666-3133.
3 bdrm. A/C and laundry. Lease lor
12 mo's., pay lor 11, $750 ♦ util.
Call 419-353-8206

Deli pickle
Part ol GTE
Summoned
Black, in verse
Sushi lish
Abalone eater

52 Printer's measures
53
55
57
59

Absurdly eccentric
-Camilla" star
Secret observer
Countertenor

62 Speak from a soapbox
63 Gl on the lam
64
65
66
67
68
69

Become tiresome
Peggy Lee classic
Blackthorn
Soil sweetener
Jacques ol song
Sacred song

fcing

buffet

Open Weekdays 4P.M.

•

Available from Noon 'ill 9 pm '
Mashed Potatoes-Homemade Gravy
Combread Stumns-Vegetable Coleslaw

352-5166

Lunch Fri. • Sal. • Sun.

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Stave at
(419)352-1150

7 days a wec?k

163 South Main Street
S«T*iM Fill Food Sine* 1972

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only
$465!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private

IE
NEVER WORK
LUNCH
AGAIN!

OUTBACK]
STE AKHOUSE*

entrance

Is Now Hiring

• Patio

Cooks, Servers o
Hosts/Hostesses

• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities
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Celebrate, fi

FRIDAY! £7.%

. New Location
► New Opportunities

_

Sunday August 29
7pm and 9pm

»New Ministries
for Children,
Youth & Adults

_

a church on the move

Monday-Thursday
5pm, 7pm, and 9pm

www. bgnazarene.org
I 5341 GorriH Rd

■ -ft Student Night!

Bowling Green

■

Wednesday is Student ID Day
Alltick.njuilS3.75l
.

_

127 N. Main Si. Downtown B.C.

353-1361

O Shamrock Villase
V(W
riohrirfoosFirepkKt

www.cia-zel.com

JI:H!M
The Best Seat In Town
tau^»»*"***&»J!**_,5W)sa

6.

Ma Vi. motor IPS-U): IJC. '»

Open In mi 11 am-10pm

1

■

I "Super Size Me!" I

Anatondai: Hunt let Head OrdiM I PS u |:
1.JO*.4:1O.7:OO.|1O:O0l

2Bdrm.,2FullBath,C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
SSOO/month Full Year Lease
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Church of the Naxarene

bilateral III: 4 ». 19 451

1060 North Main St.
Bowling Green, OH
419.354.2269/1688
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New house Close lo campus.
Air, disposal, dishwasher, laundry.
Call 419-352-5414.

Cla-Zel
Theatre

CINEMA 5

(minimum $7.00)

i

See our coupon menu
In the telephone directory or"
ask about our SPECIALS!

Lg. 2 or. turn, lownhouse, vaulted cielings. spiral staircase, garage.
dwash Call 352-1104

Schedule Good for 8/27/04 thru 9/2/04

FREE DELIVERY
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For Rent

Position available, working with a
child with developmental disabilities.
In a home program, will train Time
commitmenl 6-10 hrs a week'
S8/hr Contact 937-901-7208

lor BGSU Students

Roast Turkey

t

U
i

i.^JM.iA'f^ra

For Rent

622 Filth. 630 Elm
Call or stop in lor more inlormallon
419-353-APTS (2787)
427 Clough St.. BG

(w/ Student ID)
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203 N. Main ..
,. ... .
S5.75 Minimum

10% off
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Perrysburg. easy access lo I 75.
Quiet 2 bdrm., 1 bath, water incl..
laundry lacil.. security bldg. $600
month. 734-850-0121

709 5th Street \
APARTMENTS
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5 room house lor rent
Available Aug. 25
352-5822
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3 Bedroom, 1 1/2 baths, utility with
washer/dryer hookup, garage.
Grove St.. great location. Available
immed. $750 mo. 419-352-8872

Contemptuous
exclamation
Missouri tributary
Temple team member
Kickback
Goal maker
CreepyFlowering
Ragweed's irnlanl
Scoundrel
Sloshing about
Golfer's warning
Present!
Punching tool
Honolulu garland
Highland topper

48 Gotcha1
49 Tube top

Pats daintily
Grainy color?
Spill over
Discharge
Mary Tyler or Roger
Couple
Canine treat
Wall painting
Hard on the eyes
Menial nudge
Sardonic style
Current vogue
Watch accessory
Slalom trail
Pastoral spot
Bin's purpose
Fail to do one's best
Distinctive atmosphere
Fixed, fanciful idea
Genesis character
Bare minimum
Modicums

3 bdrm., den, 2 bath, cable/phone
hook-up in each bdrm.. 5th SI
$875/mo Avail Aug 352-8872

Two unique 2 bedrm. apts. in Victorian house. 427 N Main. 2nd & 3rd
fir. apis. $575 plus ulil, $550 incl.
some util. Call lor more inlo. 386253-3687.
K & K Properties
Available In August:
1 bdrm. apis.:
130 Univ Ln . 405 1/2 S. Grove.
625 1/2 N Main, 303 1/2 S Main SI
2 bedroom house:
132 Ada Ave.
3 bedroom houses:
1 University Lane. 625 N Main
5 ft 6 bdrm. housss:

40
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2 bdrm apt. 1011 Boone Ct. Oil Village Dr. behind BG high school.
5600/mo. landlord pays partial util. 1
car attached garage. Call Kirk Lehey
at 419-352-1584

Roommate wanted Quiet, clean, reliable 2 bedrm. Crim St. $375 mo.
& ulil. Amanda 419-509-8258
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1 -Tammy' singer
Reynolds
2 Romantic involvements
3 Eurekas
4 Beer mug
5 Arsenal supplies
6 Great heap
7 Hole-maker
8 Expunges
9 Yield lo pressure
10 Bronco prodder
11 Fall behind
12 OPEC product
13 Snoop
21 Stocking liber
22 Fuss and pother
25 Hall-goal man
26 Ghmm beast
27 All in
30 Division ol the psyche 50
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1 bedroom apt. Quiet, residential
neighborhood. $400 mo. & utilities.
Reference & deposit required.
Call after 6pm. 419-352-5339.

Eflic. and Ig. 1 bdrm. apl. $250/$400
plus ulil a, dep. AC, W, yard, NS
only. 419-352-4366 leave message
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1 bdrm. & 2 bdrm. apts. One block
from campus. Otl street parking.
419-308-4343.

Available Immediately
3 bdrm apt. Close lo university.
Call 419-686-4651
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"Rooms available tor $250/mo.
Includes all utilities
Call 419-353-0325.

RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT - assist

|

1

1 "

For Rent

Ellen Paul.

persons with MR/DD with daily living
skills in a Residential setting. No experience necessary. Part-time and
sub positions available ranging from

- •

14

Two men's bicycles. Diamond Back
21 speed & Trek 21 speed. $150
each. OBO Call 419-669-3248

BACK TO SCHOOL OPENINGS
Flexible schedules around classes
GREAT PAY"
Advancement opportunity

.•

'

1T5 Jeep Wrangler Rio Grande New
brakes, new soli top, 88 k mi Asking $6,500. Call 419-494-4988

odd days/nights $5 50/hr. Car

Travel

J%gU*n'

brought to you by

BABYSITTER/FATHER'S HELPER
NEEDED for BG prof with 18-month

City Events

The Daily Crossword Fix

For Sale

Help Wanted

Classified Ads • 372-6*77

Osea Water |R|: 1:S0*.*45,7:45,110:151
Prlnteil Oiariel (K): 1:10". 4:00,7:05,19:501

Beautiful
1 Bedroom. Ranch Style
Condominiums
For Rent
Excellent Location for
BGSU Faculty/Staff
s
650-700/month
plus utilities
r
^

*
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Central Air

Den/OUke in some units
t or 2 bolhrooms
Jacuzzi Tub in some units
Convienent Parking
Washer & Dryer Hook-up

M Kitchen includes dishwasher,

disposal, fridge, & stove

•»

No lown Care

For more information, pleose coll (419)35443070 or (419)352-1520

Without A Paddle (PS-1!): 140". 4 20.7■10. i 1010]
■SmrdfydSasdvOMr

t on urnm wot saui • m mm ■ no SVKBMB
s^,~- r,w^-., cin«m«rk.com
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See Us For Your

PAU PAMTTM
Many Sales in Progress

2 114

As alwoys, the largest selection

bf g welcome f

(1000+ wines] in our area. .
personally selected from vendors
representing the best vineyards

SATURDAY. AUGUST 28TH

around the world!

4,00 p/k

All Campus Scavenger
Lead by the 2004 Orientation Leaders

G.'s <»*!

Fakons Nest- Bowen-Thompson Student Union

• Prizes for the first three teams to finish.

• Pets welcome

• Convenient on-site parking
VMUTY (GUAM
•Mjtimim
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N
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FREE HEAT

= VARSITY
■■SQUARE
APARTMENTS
419-353-7715

t£r

V Top wages
V Flexible Hours
V Paid Vacations i
\/ Health/Dental
Insurance
are just a few of the great
benefits waiting for you!
Apply in person
Mon. - Fri. 2-4
401 W. Uussel Road
Maumee; OH 43537
l Just a saw m*mrtes Irom BG!
Take 1-475W lo Ouasel-turn right.)

6-.SO p.%. - Q-OO p.%.

Karaoke Extravaganza!
falcons Nesl
• Music and fun lead by your 2004
Orientation Leaders.

Wine & Spirits
State Liquor Agency

Q.SO />.*.

UAO Movie SeriesStarsky & Hutch
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Theater

W

A

Exit 181,1-75
Acioss hom BGSU f oolboll Slad;
ad i urn
1616E. WooswSi
f\ JBB Grsenwood Cenlet
419.353 1551
M-Sol 10
10am-9p
M-Sot.
am-9 p.m.
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